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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, August 27, 1977
theMurray Ledger lk Times
Volume 98 No. 203
In Our 98th Year 15c Per Copy
Library, Community Theatre
Receive Donation Of Collection
By Johnny Cannon
The Calloway County Public Library
and the Murray-Calloway County
CoMmunity Theatre recently received
an extensive donation of almost 300
books on theatre, directing, technical
design, lighting, and acting.
Also in the collection were numerous
volumes of plays. The donor of these
invaluable references was Dr. Betty
Hinton.
Until 1963 Dr. Hinton spent her adult
life working in one phase or another of
theatre and collected the works during
that time.
Her professional life was devoted
primarily to producing, directing, and
teaching theatre in the several
universities with which she is affiliated.
Dr. Hinton was given the go-ahead to •
design the little theatre part of the fine
arts building at McNeese State
University in Lake Charles, La..She
patterned this design on the theatre at
the University of Arkansas which has
served ai the model for numerous
theatres all over the country.
From the beginning of her career in
theatre, which started even before she
entered the University of Arkansas, Dr.
Hinton said her philosophy has been
that "Theatre is and should be purely
for entertainment. Our responsibility in
theatre is not to our fellow actors, not to
our fellow designers, and not to the
director; our major responsibility is to
.our public."
After receis;ing her B.A. in theatre
and speech, she earned her master's
degree in technical theatre and design.
She has designed and lighted seats for
such Productions as "South Pacific,"
-Carousel," -The Mikado," and
"Rome n- and Juliet," to name a few of
her favorites. Her master's project was
the lighting of "Romeo and Juliet" for
which there were 152 lighting changes.
Pulitzer-prize winning playwright
Arthur Miller was a juror for her final
presentation and praised Dr. Hinton's
achievements highly.
Dr. Hinton has also had the distinct
honor of having worked with such
theatrical greats as Bettye Davis,
Charles Laughton, Barry Sullivan,
Charles Boyer, and Agnes Morehead,
Vincent Price, and Lee Strasberg. In
working with these talented people, Dr.
Dr. Betty Hinton recently donated an extensive collection of almost 300
books to the newly established Murray-Galloway County Community Theatre
and public library. These books will serve as a reference library which will em-
phasize technical design, directing, lighting, and acting. Also, contained in this
collection are numerous volumes of plays.
inside today 
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Mel Purcell handily defeated Fritz Bruening of Short
Hills N.J. Friday in quarter-final play in the International-
21-and-under tennis championships at Shelter Rock, N.Y.
See the story on Page Nine today.,-
A sermon at an Austin, Texas church is the first order of
business Sunday forGov. Julian Carroll as he goes to San
Antonio for the Southern Governors' Conference. See the
story on Page 12 today.
chance of showers
All zones: Chance of showers
through tomorrow with highs
today in the upper 80s to low 90s
and lows tonight, in the low 70s.
Highs tomorrow will be in the 90s.
Winds will be southwesterly 10 to
15 my.h. today. Chances of




















Hinton said she came to understand
that "The bigger the personalities, the
easier thej wpm...10_79(k with. These
people wrenototm picilessionals;
they knew they had exceptional talent;
therefore, they weren't insecure in
their work."
She continued that the only
tempermental flareups that she
witnessed during her association with
these actors was caused by the
unprofessional slip-ups by the hired
crew members that travelled with
them.
Dr. Hinton was a charter member of
the Community Theatre in her
hometown of Fort Smith, Arkansas.
She has just received an invitation to
the 30th anniveuary of that
organization. The first, production for
which she was totally responsible was
at Fort Smith Junior College — which
didn't even have a stage, much less a
theatre. She chose "The Night of
January 16th," which is about a murder
trial. This production involved the
entire community since the
imaginative Dr. Hinton was able to
secure the County Court Room for her
stage for the production.
This caught the interest of the entire
community to such an extent that the
local paper held the press on opening
night to print the verdict. "In theatre as
in life, nothing is impossible!" If
anyone is a living testimony to that
statement, Dr. Hinton is.
September Jury
List Is Announced
The jury list for the September term
of Calloway Circuit Court has been
released by the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office.
Those on the list are to report tothe
Calloway Circuit Court Room at nine
a.m. on Monday, September 12. The list
includes:
Jacqueline ?gushing, Rayburn
Pendergrass, Beverly -Stout Garland.
Bobby Ezell Hays, Hamp Brooks, Jr..
Kathelene ...151z.dry.,_ James E 
Gamble, James Darnell, Alvah Wesley
Galloway, Gil Hopson,
Mildred Eaker, Mrs. .Glen Sits.
Earldera Akin Heathcott, Grace
Booker Glover, Quava Clark Honchul,
Cullen Enroy Irvin, parrell Glenn
Gibson, Julia Catherine Janecek,
Wayne Herbert Hardie, Carol Gean
Sims,
Jo Ann Harmon, Gene Jensen Gar-
field, Juanita A. Hatcher, Orvia C.
Hendrick, Jerry McCoy, Mrs. Bill
McKeel, Bert Taylor, Wavel Marine. I.
J. Hendon, Carl B. Durham,
Burton E. Gee, Raymond Matheny.
Gerald Wayne Hendley, Billy Gene
Adams, Mrs. Charles Caldwell, Sandra
Kay Adams, Nallie Gingles, Claud
Gooch, - Durwood Potts, Ray
Buckingham,
Kitty Helen Rogers, Bobby Crouse.
William Sherill Gargus, Thomas
Murdock, _Maria Belluscio, Bonnie
Miller, 0. L. Cain, *Jr., Otis McCoy
Geurin,. Jean Miller, Carl Jones,
J. C. Goodman. Vanda Jean Gibson,
James Wallace Hammack, Cleo Sykes.
Steve Marion Gatens, Bobby Starks.
Mrs. Tommye D. Taylor, Joe Hal




It's a long way from Murray State
University to California, but the
distance didn't seem quite as great for
MSU alumni living in the Los Angeles
and San Diego areas during their recent
alumni get-togethers.
For the first time in the history of the
Murray State Alumni Association. NISI.'
graduates residing in California were
afforded the opportunity to meet and
discuss old times, renew old
friendships,- and hear a presentation on
the changes that have taken place on
the Murray State campus sinie their
TRAINING SESSION — Steven Zea (seated), Murray city planner, and lo Crass, Murray city clerk, were among local
government officials from the Jackson Purchase who attended a series of training sessions in accounting, budgeting, in-
ternal control, and financial reporting at Murray State University during August. Shown with them (left to right) are: Dr. Rex
Galloway, chairman of the Department of Management and program director; and Dr. William J. Grasty and Dr. John A.
Thompson, professors of accounting who were the instructors. The Purchase Area Development District assisted in plan-
ning the series, which was financed by a Title I grant Others from Murray who attended some Of the sessions in the series
include: Betty Meadows and Sonya miller of the Murray municipal Utilities; Sarah Duncan, deputy City clerk: Charles
Chilcutt of the Murray Natural Gas System; Patsy Stennet, CETA worker in the..city clerk's office; and Dori teet, CPA for
Murray Municipal Utilities.
Street Remains Open
No Plans Announced On
15th Street Situation
A section of North 15th Street
reopened Friday by Murray Mayor
John Scott is still open to traffic today,
and state officials are not saying what,
if any, plans have been made.
Mayor, Scott reopened a section of
15th Street between Chestnut ,and.
- Payne that had been bariigadtd
Friday, saying that proper notification
• had not -13E.en -gmen ID the city.
especially to police " and fire
departments.
Scott personally helped load the
barricades on a City of Murray Street
Department truck, with help from
Murray City Police and street
department workers. The signs were to
be taken to the Murray Sanitation
Department for storage.
The street had been blocked off as the
first step in the construction of a
pedestrian overpass • over Chestnut
Street. Jhe contractor for that project
is Harper and Arterburn of Paducah.
Murray State University • President
Dr. Constantine Curris said Friday that
"Murray State University has erected
no street closing signs. It is our
understanding that the signs were
erected by the state department of
transportation and Harper and
Atterburn Construction Co. If these
signs have been removed, it is
obviously a matter that the City of
Murray needs to take up with the




Hosted by Alumni Association s. 4' 1 tlk
president Pat-McCuiston, his wife, and j
noted actor Hal Rid 24 VISU -
graduates met July 21 for elM
Angeles meeting. Among thos
attendance, the majority of whom an
originally from West Kentucky, was
Mrs. Bruce Gillespie, the former Patsy
Peebles of Calloway County.. Other
West Kentucky counties represented
were Hickman, McCracken, Fulton
Among the 24 Murray State graduates attending the fitly 21 Alumni Marshall, Graves, and Christian.
meeting in Los Arjseies, were:pelt to righ.riphri p: HaduiVir ak,14AuF4Augkaxabweett ng was .held Os.- displayed his • tee ring talents The occasion was a free performance on t
iletlityllficAFiWN f..-31rolipie, IC) rifle Ay of
itsilitrvaigibitAiptc
However, Bob Hodges, . district
engineer of the state highway
department, said Friday afternoon that
the state transportation department
had nothing to do with the signs being
placed on 15th Street.
He said. the-signs are the property. of
Harper and Arterburn Construction
Co., and that they were placed on 15th
by th-eiTin-gti—aiction firm. ITe- did note,
however, that the contractors did have
to gain permission from Murray State
to block off the street, for construction
purposes._ 4
Dr. Curris said that the street had
been declared as "surplus property" by
the university-, and turned over to- the
department of transportation. The
department., Curris said, hag control of
the property-not the university.
Membership Drive Set By
League Of Women Voters
The annual membership drive of
Murray-Calloway County Provisional
league of Women Voters will begin
Monday night at 8 o'clock at the
Chestnut.: Street Branch of Peoples
Bank.
President Ruth Howard urges all
ksomen and men in the entire Calloway
County area to hear Mrs. Beverly
Rosenblum, a state league officer,
describe the objectives and plans of the
I.,eague.
The Murray league is -one year old
now and its members have prepared a
community survey_ which will be
valuable to local citizens and
organizations_ There re numerous
i•ommittees for members to serve on.
Some of these-- are energy, en.-
v.ironmental quality.-and observer
A 1WAreS.iipailaIl`"11+6"."-"""at. r""re"""""rftrs;
corps for meetings throughout the i•O
and county.
• Other officers inau-de: Anita I.awson.
second vice-president; Sally Guy.
secretary; and Diane Spurlock.
treasurer.
Leagues from Henderson and
Owensboro have sent representatives
frequently to Murray for day-long
workshops and for reiolar meetings to
guide the focal group.
Special guests at the Monday meeting
will be Mayor John Ed Scott and other
officials. Students are also welcome to
attend this meeting and to join the
League.
The regular meeting night will be the
fourth Monday :of each month. Gel in
the action with the Mtdray-Callo
League of Women Voters.
is
1i1-Erlisailiert*1194=4,1:v4kiiir"'"
e.cotirthOuse lawn ,.porim)red hs
t1IP irk
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CommuNirryNims- CALENDAR
Saturday, August 27
Bake sale, sponsored by
Church of Jesus Christ of
I :Mei. Day Saints. will be held
in front of Roses beginning at
nine a iii.
Turkey Shoot will be held by
the Farmington Optimist Club
starting at twelve noon at the




Pull will be at the Jaycee
Fairgrounds with scales to
open at five p.m. and Close at
6:30 p.m.
-----
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include natural
dyes IA iirkshop from nine a.m.
to two p.m.. wildflower search
-at Center Station at three
p.m., and night visual at 8:30
p.m. at Center Station. .
Squar A Naders Club will
have a square dance at the




Association will meet at two
p.m. at Corvette Lanes. For
information call 753-2202 or
753-4657.
Reception for Fred Schultz
will be held at 2:30 p.m. at the
Murray High' School as
sponsored by the Murray
Education Association. All
employees, retired teachers,
and spouses of ' the Murray
City Sclax)I System are invited
*to -
Founders Day will be
celebrated by the Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church .with regular services,
basket dinner, and gospel
• singing.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will" include slide
program at Center Station at
two p.m. and tour of The
Homeplace at entrance road
at 2:30 p.m.
Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
Farmington Optimist Club,
will continue today at the field
behind the Farmington school
building starting at 1:30 p.m.
Roadblock for Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad
will Ix. held at the in-
tersections of 12th and
Sycamore and 12th and
Chestnut Streets.
Monday. August 29
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at 7:30 p.m. The church is





Round Robins Square Dance
Club will meet at St. Leo's
Church, Murray.
Weight Watchers Class will
meet at the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th aria kinin
Streets. Murray, at 6:45
Note change of place.
Boy Scout Troops 45, 13, and
77 will have a city wide Court
of Honor at the Fellowship
Hall of the First United
Methodist Church at seven
p.m. All parents and in-
terested persons are invited to
attend.
Calloway County School
Band Boosters will hold a
special call meeting at the
band room at eight p.m. All
parents and interested per-
sons from East. North, and
Southwest Elementary
Schools and Calloway High
School are urged to attend.
Monday, August 29 •
Annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Calloway
County Soil Improvement
Association will be held at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 630 p.m. Come by the store
and pick up the tickets.
Tuesday, August 30
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
Murray TOPS i Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club . will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Wednesday. August 31
Red Cross Volunteers for
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and Convalescent
Ward will meet at one p.m. in
the conference room of the




Mr. and Mrs. Jack Shroat of
South 13th Street, Murray,
entertained with a dinner
party in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Cannon on their 48th
wedding anniversary on
Wednesday, August 24.
Other guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Euclid Brown, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilber Dyer. Mr. and








enrollment, and talking with
city and county children about
their experiences in getting
into the swing of furthering
their education reminded me
of my professional debut.
It was the hot, dusty Ken-
tucky first Monday in July and
the first day of school at the
rural one-room Galloway,
located on. a rarely usecqie
_road, about half way between
West Fork Church and the
1.ynn Grove road. The trustee,
Mr. Will Sparkman, who gave
me the school, told me that
three former teachers had
been run off by big boys, and
warned me that I might have
the same experienCe. School
had been closed the past
stunmer because the teacher
had been run off and no other
could be found.
I had no training for
teaching, was not quite
eighteen, but planned to use
examples of my favorite
grade teachers. I remem-
bered Miss Essie Magness in
her hobble skirt, split in front
to show a colorful Roman
striped petticoat could be seen
as she sat at the teacher's
platform. I planned to dress
and look my best.
My qualifications - I had
passed the eighth grade test
. and held a first class teacher's
certificat. Probably my best
asset was need of money and
my courage and faith in
myself and others. Curiosity,
too, made me anxious to see
those big boys.
My first success that day
was getting the familAs
second-hand T Model cranked
and driving from my home at
Penny the fourteen miles .to
school without a flat tire. My
heart pounded as loudly as did
the Ford engine as I ap-
proached the xliool house.
"Would the big boys be there?
Would they run me off before
noon or wait until the end of
the day?"
Arriving before the students
did, I parked my car on a slant
so I could have a down-hill
start at the close of khool. I
looked for signs of lurkers in
the thick woods behind the
school. Seeing nothing
unusual, I unloaded the
equipment that had been
distributed at the teachers'
meeting Saturday in Supt.
Robert E. Broach's office - a
water bucket and Rope to get
water from the cistern, the
box of crayons and a roll book.
He gave us one dipper, too.
Placing the supplies on the
porch floor, I opened the
school door, entered the room
that my brother Harry
Broach, and I had cleaned the
week before, and listened.
Silence. An undisturbed ap-
pearance of things en-
couraged me to peer into the
two clean rooms and behind
the wood-burning stove.
My first job was to ring•the
7:30 bell. I reached for the
rope that hung from the bell
mounted on the roof, and just
inside the door. I rang and
rang it, announcing to the
community that the teacher
was at school. Out of the east
window, I could see the thick
woods with the low un-
dergrowth beneath the oaks
and hickories which provided
the no building, outdoor
toilets. The east side for girls;
the west for the boys, Mr.
Sparkman had said.
Arranging my tools on the
teacher's 27" x 27" parlor
table, I saw two large boys
with several smaller children
walking in the lane ap-
proaching the school. I had
heard that the Doran twins





"MEL BROOKS' COMIC MASTERPIECE!'
Hon,. Alpe.1 ,UHOAV Hi W
oat
would be in the primer class. I
had been told, also, that one of
the big boys who had helped
run teachers off was the twin's
brother, "Bub."
After arrival of the group of
students, the two big boys
introduced themselves as
Matt and Will Miller Spark-
man, and their sister, Thelma,
then told me who the others
were. Roxie, their older sister,
attended Murray the year
before, and did not ipin us.
There was the smallist and
youngest,- barely five, Lucille
Trloliefo'well, Prentice and
Ruble Wrather, Bryan Har-
ding, Iva and Euna Galloway,
now Iva Brandon and Euna
York; Clayton Broach, Roy
and Gertie Beaman, Wynona
Rhea - all these lived east of
the school and walked
together.
From the west came Dorthy
Kendall and her little first
grade sister, Margaret. They
are now Mrs. Robert Perry
and Mrs. Hall McCuiston;
Modelle, Harley, Moble and
Eula Suiter; Lochie and Jim
Parker; the Wilkerson
children (I can't remember
their names) from the south.
Also from the west came
Jessie and Connie Parks - now
Mrs. Dewey Jones and Mrs.
Cletus Robinson. From the
.north came Estelle and
Chettie Phillips who later
became Mrs. Latham Cun-
ningham and . 'Mrs. Carol
Lassiter. From the south
came the twins.
Most of the students were
wearing their best school
clothes. Some came
barefooted, cleaned their
dusty feet, and put on their
shoes. By 7:45, they were
l• ooking me over and
whispering among them-
selves. This caused me to
remember the trustee's story
of the big, bad boys, who rode
their horses from the woods,
onto the porch and into the
school, frightening the
children.
My fears were slightly
eased when Iva Galloway
gave me. a bouquet of
marigolds and Will Miller
handed me a perfect peach. I
was so thrilled with the first
gestures of - acceptance I
thanked WW Miller for his
gift, and found an empty fruit
jar in the cloak room and
placed the flowers, lovingly in
it. Then I ventured to ask Matt
if he would take the rope and
bucket to the cistern and get
some water. He accepted the
request as an honor and most
of the boys followed him.
He returned with the water,
.placed it upon the shelf at the
back of the room, took the
dipper and filled the jar with
water. Then, "Miss Lochie, do
you want these flowers on
your table?" I was assured
there were no enemies in this
group.
. Eight o'clock found me
ringing the "Books Bell." The
students lined up in front of
the porch. I sensed they were
waiting for me to tap the
marching-in signal. I tapped
the bell and they walked
quietly to their self-chosen
seats and classes row by row,
standing until I took my place
at my desk and tapped the
"Sitting" bell.
I made a few opening
remarks and read from the
Bible. I was thankful that no
parent came. The primer
class was first. "The Primer
class may rise," and with a
tap of the bell, 13 little fellows,
including the twins, Tip and
Clif, rose. All but the twins
walked around the ends of the
long recitation bench, and
stood waiting for the sign to be
seated. Tip and Clif chose
another approach. They layed
on the floor behind the
recitation desk and rolled
under it, then stood with the
others.
I was being tested, and by
two primer boys. There was
silence. All eyes were on the
new teacher who was not
much older than the eighth
grade students and certainly
not A match in size to the •
- larger boys. The twins wat-
ched me and I could tell they
were wondering what I was
going to do.
I looked at them, raised my
eyebrows in surprise and said,
"Good work, ,,boys. I thought
for a second you were not
1/4going to make it." They looked





Morning recess came and
the children were playing
outside. Profane language
that sounded like one of the
twins, was heard. I called Tip
inside and asked him, "Why
were you talking ugly out
there?" The twins did not talk
plainly; and I could identify
them only when they were in
their seats in the school room.
Tip looked at me and sin-
cerely said, "Miss Wockie, I
didn't do it. It was the udder
boy." Udder boy was what
they called each other. He was
asked to get the Udder Boy.
Clif came and admitted he
was guilty. I gave him a hug
and asked him to watch his
language.. The day continued.
The. older students worked
with younger ones while I
taught the middle classes.
Then came noon.
The students and I sat under
the trees in the yard, ex-
changed goodies and talked.
The younger ones hurried to
get at playing. Too, there was
the trek to the toilet in the
woods.
I had almost forgotten the
trustee's warning, when I saw
dust in the land from the east
and a new model four-door
Ford approaching. The car
halted right close to where I
was sitting. My heart thumped
at double rate and I thought,
"this is it."
The driver greeted the
children, especililly the twins
who ran to the car and got
inside it. "Surely this good
looking young man can't be
one of the bad boys." He Ai
over six feet tall, had teeth
that gleamed as he smiled.
"Hello, you're the new
teacher? I used to go to school
here. I live just back of the
woods here."
"I'm the new teacher" and
tried to match his smile. "Who
are you?" His blue, friendly
eyes won my admiration
immediately. "I'm Bub
Doran. I quit school, Am
farming with my dad and am
making money. Bet I'm
making more than you are."
"I'd love to have you with us
now." I hoped he could not see
how frightened I was. "I just
might come back," he said
when it was time to go back to
work, He talked to the twins a
second and drove away. I
wondered what his la-sr
statement was.
The afternoon went ac-
cording to schedule and
everyone, seemingly, was
happy. School was dismissed
and when the room was
vacant, I said, "I've made it.
Nothing to mar my first day.
I looked outside and saw
Matt and Bill lingering near
my car. That puzzled me. I
closed the door and started
toward my car when I saw
that same new car coming
again. It stopped by the side of
mine.
Trying my best smile again
and looking at the driver, Bub,
I said, "You kept your
promise and came back, but
school is out for today." "I
know," he said kinda timidly.
"I knew you's be going home
about now so I came to crank
your car. Didn't the twins tell
you I'd be back."
"That's what we are
waiting for," Matt replied
Bub gave the crank a turn, the
car started. I thanked him and
rdga.4 -
)ust •Atrived.
invited him to come again.
Matt and Bill rode with me
part of the way to their home.
Bub, in grown up days was
A.F. Doran, farmer, tobac-
conist, and president of the
Peoples Bank until his death.
His son, Harold Glen, is board
chairman of the four banks
here. Tip and Clif? These nick
names were for short for
Tipton and Clifton. They later
graduated from Murray High
and were expert athletes. Clif
died several years ago. He
was married to Laurine
Outland and their son, Dallas,
is in law school. Tip is married
to Lou Story. Their sons,
Jimmy is a pianist and travels
and teaches internationally.
Tommy is married to Betty
Lou Downs, They have two
children. He is head of some
marketing concern in
Memphis.
Bub wasn't kidding that first
day of school at Galloway
when he said he quit school to
make money - a lot more than
my $40.00 per month.
Out of that little out-of-the-
way school, because of or in
spite of my teaching, have
come ministers, farmers,
teachers, executives, realtors,
homemakers, florists and top
rate citizens. I don't have my
roll book of that year and I
can't recall all of the students.
I had to turn my roll book in to
Cousin Robert before I could
get my last $40.00 which made
me "240 for six months. Bryan
Galloway and Matt Sparkman







Baby Girl Hutson (Mother
Linda), 509 Broad Murray,
Baby Girl Garland (Mother
Shirley), New Concord.
DISMISSALS
Joe Pat Ward, 212 N. 8
Murray, Mrs. Bertha L.
Beane, Rt. 1 Murray, Mrs. An-
na Belle Stone, Rt. 1 Bx. 147
Murray, Ms. Alberta R.
Ferguson, Rt. 5 Bx. 305
Murray, Mrs. Jan M. McKeel,
Rt. 6 Bx. 56 A Murray, Mrs.
Kim A. Adams, Rt. 5 Paris,
Tn., Mrs.Glenda K. Carroll,
1619 Catalina Dr. Murray,
Miss Susan Mullins, Rt. 5
Paris, Tn., c-o Wilbur Wright,
Mrs. Mildred C. Bucy, 1204
Grove St. Paris, Tn., James
M. Garner, Rt. 3 Clinton, Mrs.
Edith W. Brent, Bx. 117
Farmington, Mrs. Bonnie D.
Kerr, Almo, John F.
Kavanaugh, Bx. 118 Hamlin,
Cecil Estep, Rt. 5 Murray,
Paul K. Enlow, 203 Green
Acres Dr. Paris, Tn., MrS.
Dorthy L. Brandon, Rt. 4
Murray, Mrs. Verda H.
Happy, 1622 Loch Lomond
Murray, Mrs. Hazel M.
Manley, Bx. 252 New Concord,
J. W. Kennedy, Rt. 1 Cottage
Grove, Tn., Mrs. Essie V.
Reeves, Rt. 1 Almo, Rufus A.
Slinker, Rt. 7 Murray, Tremon
Smith, Rt. 3 Murray, Mrs.
Thelma A. Truluck, 204 S. 3rd
Murray, Boyd Bizzell, Rt. 1
Almo, Mrs. Mary L. Baker,
1207 Poplar Murray, Mrs.
Rubena M. Dawes, 1600 Sunset
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1977 by The CC
ail Van Buren
r,bseN V Ness Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: When my husband and I and our
3-year-old son, Tommy, visit my husband's parents,
Tommy goes on a rampage. He races through the kitchen
while my mother-in-law is cooking, opens cabinets and
drawers, and begs for food.
We try to discipline the boy, but his grandparents say,
"Leave him alone, quit picking on him!" They claim that
since it's their house, they should have the say about how
Tommy should act there.
My husband and I feel that as Tommy's parents, it's our
job to keel; him under control, no matter where he is. Who
is right?
TOM'S PARENTS
DEAR PARENTS: You are. Although he's only 3,
Tommy is hep to his grandparents' leniency and is playing
it for all it's worth. To throw discipline to the winds while
visiting grandparents can breed discipline problems
elsewhere. Explain this to the grandparents and ask them
to cooperate.
DEAR ABBY: Please print this for all fat wives:
Do all you wives who have gained a lot of weight really
believe it when your.-husband says, "It's okay, Honey,
there's just that much more of you to love"?
When hubby's eye begins to wander, it's not to another
fat woman—it's a gal with a nice trim figure.
Don't let yourself go! I did, and I nearly lost my
husband, but thank heavens I woke up just in time.
FORMERLY FAT
DEAR FORMERLY: Why limit the suggestion to
women only? Plenty of fat men have gone under for the
third time while their wives are eyeing the lifeguard.
DEAR ABBY: Your letter asking for consideration of
the deaf prompts this letter. Please do an ;.roch for the
blind.
Blind people are frequently treated as though they were
invisible! Some people will greet their guide, and not even
say hello to the blind person. This is very rude, and makes
the blind person feel that he isn't even present. The blind
feel, hear and have very acute perception.
Ignorance is no excuse for rudeness. Please ask your
readers to speak to a blind person when he enters a room.
Remember —he is exactly like a sighted person, only he
can't SEE.
ARLENE
DEAR ARLENE: Consider itdone.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WHERE DO I START?": If you
sincerely want tobe a success, get to work. The dictionary
is the only place where "success" comes before "work."
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
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Your Individual
Horoscope
  Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, AUGUST 29, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES syser4
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) '
Avoid excess activit'y, useless
wordage; be discriminating in
all that you do and say. Make no
drastic changes in things now
running smoothly.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Augment efforts to produce
an improved program and more
effective methods to increase
advantages. Some valuable new
contacts indicated.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Fine influences! Your in-
centive and ambition should
match them. Be of good will,
purposeful in action. Seek
competent advice, if necessary.
Don't take anything for gran-
ted.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Your emotions could get out
of hand. So could any number of
things become bothersome IF
you permit. Stress your innate
tolerance and understanding.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412
Recognize disturbing
elements quickly. You are
normally quite adept at this.
Several suggestions may _
made to you. Accept only those
which are truly worthwhile.
VIRGO




Avoid doubts and fears. You
should have a bright and happy
day.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
You are not usually a
"quitter" nor do you leave
others in a lurch, but a present
tendency toward lethargy may




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rkeZ•
Procrastination in facing a
"big" problem or undertaking
will pile up complications. Bear
this in mind and go about this
day emphasizing your more
practical and ingenious side.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) lee#
A splendid day for getting
ahead in personal matters,
which can aid you and yours in a
BIG way. Your good judgment
and innate generosity will net
you fine advantages.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't let dreams take the
place of action, even though





( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Study the •whys and
wherefores of past successes.
Minor alterations in your
present approach, attitudes and
methods could make a great
difference in the advances you
make.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) C7
' X
Vigor, a sense of respon-
sibility and pluck will be needed
now. Situations may not work
our as expected. Don't be im-
pulsive; step cautiously;
knowingly.
_ YDD BORN TODAY; highly
intellectual and artistic, are a
notable combination of the
idealistic and the practical. You
are _philosophical by nature,
may even have a touch of the
mystic. You would be much
happier in a profession than in
the world of commerce and,
with your great love of beauty,
would make an outstanding
painter, musician or writer;
could also succeed as a lawyer,
teacher, lecturer, engineer or
architect. Birthdate of: Sir
Edward Burne-Jones, painter,
designer; St. Elizabeth Seton,
founder of Sisters of Charity;
Johann Goethe, Ger. poet,
dramatist.
Let's Stay Well
Your Individual  
Horoscope
  Frances Drake  
FOR MONDAY, AUGUST 29, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say; read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Above-average opportunites
— especially in money matters,
but take care not to overexpand.
Success along these lines will
depend largely on good
judgment and resourcefulness..
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) ti€17
Don't leave things to chance.
Here is a time fir reviewing
with an eye toward tightening
up action, making plans for the
coming week.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Stellar influences hint at new
activity or a happy repetition of
something that pleased before.
Notice "little" things: They
often open the widest doors. ,
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 00
Stubborn insistence on
sticking to old practices without
regard for new or more fitting
ones could be day's drawback.
Look forward!
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) 124Z
Curb you innate tendency to
scatter energies. Neither direct
them Into unproductive
channels. If you concentrate on
your most important objectives,
you can accomplish handily.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RP%
Especially favored now:
students, teachers, scientists.





(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) -An
Your capabilities need no
proving, just the right exposure.
Unexpectedly, you may get an
opportunity to. prove this to
yourself — and others.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "L'eliCt
Mars, beneficent, stimulates
new ideas and some revised
thinking in important matters.
1140-
A good day for revitalizing old
projects, updating methods and
procedures.
SAGITTARIUS
t.Nop. 23 to Dec. 21)
Present velocity of action and
its dIrection should lead you to
study needs more closely, to
determine anew your course of




Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Via
You may face antagonism.
uncontrolled tempers. Expect
such, obstacles, prepare .your
tactics — and counteract. Day
should then go very well.
AQUARIUS se%
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
While you go about routine, do
not forget "extras" which may
be overdue in handling. But
avoid crowding yourself to the
point of exhaustion.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
M with many Signs now,
much activity and new interests
are indicated Whether you will
get Into the swim and find your
level promptly is the question. A
truly vibrant day: Show your
mettle.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great versatility,
lofty and idealistic ambitions
and remarkable intuition and
sensitivity. You are competent
and practical in all your un-
dertakings, cautious and
conservative. You enjoy the
arts and find great happiness in
the company of intellectually
stimulating persons. Your thirst
for knowledge is insatiable. On
the minus side, you incline to be
fault-finding, impatient with
those less gifted than yourself
and, at times, too prone to "give
up" on a project before seeing it
through to completion. Curbing
these traits, however, there is
no limit to the heights you can
attain — especially in the fields
of law, literature, music,
statesmanshop, medicine or
education. Birthdate of: Oliver
Wendell Holmes, writer,
physician; John Locke, writer,
philosopher.
tita
By J L Bla.s-mgarne M.D
Organ Transplant Problems -
Q: Mr. R.L. recalls all
the excitement that came
after the original heart
transplant. He reads of few
such operations now being
performed. He asks, 'What
happened?"
A: Surgery has ad-
vanced so that the techni-
cal problems of removing
a heart and replacing it




supply of available hearts
from accident patients and
other sources has been a
problem, the main difficul-
ties have arisen in the
"rejection syndrome" in
the person who receives
the heart or other trans-
planted organ. Such rejec-
tion is markedly reduced
in an identical twin, but
they make up a limited
number of persons needing
transplant surgery.
The immune system of
the recipient reacts to the
tissue in the transplanted
organ as if it were a for-
eign' body and tries' to
throw out the tissue from
the other person. It is this
rejection that has pre-
vented the wider use of
transplants.
The unsolved problems
of immunity that cause
such rejection have been
the main stumbling block
to wider use of transplant
surgery. The most success-
ful transplant operations
have been kidneys sup-
plied from donors to per-
sons with kidney failure.
The rejection syndrome
has been reduced in sever-
ity by matching the tissue




Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs





Thurs., Aug. 25 thru Tuesday, Sept. 6
It's our Secondoy birthday! And to thank you, we
are giving the presents.
Some party goods, notes, flower baskets, Bridge
Card Ensembles, etc , are
1/2 Price
Purchase $2 or more and well give you a Quality
key chain--absolutely FAE. Better hurry-good
only while they last
That isn't all 1 Our boxed Christmas cards are
here--buy them NOW anti we'll print your name
FREE! ! And our dated Chriitmos ornaments and
new (08 calendars have arrived, tool
4EAI
On the Square of 175 North Pop for
: •••• - .
• • ...is' •••;;"wr ' ' .1*
•nit
•
but has proved essential in
predicting the likely suc.-
cess of the transplanted
organ's survival.
'In addition; the immune
responses of the recipient
have been reduced ) inunu-
nosuppression by drugs so
that the new organ is not
attacked but given a
chance to survive. These
drugs have some undesir-
able side effects. One of
them' is that the recipient
becomes much More sus-
ceptible to infection and
cancer when the body de-
lenses are reduced.
Much has been learned
about our immune de-
fenses in the management
of transplant "cases. One
beuefit_h_as been the stimu-
lation of the immune sys-
tem so that it will attack
certain forms of cancer,
causing them to recede or
slow in their growth. This




Prevention of heart dis-
ease by drugs e such as
killing out streptococci
that cause rheumatic heart
disease) and the slowing of
hardening of the arteries
through diet, etc I offers
the best approach in reduc-
ing heart disease.
More control of the im-
mune system is essential
before heart tranr.platits
can be more widely used.
They will probably be
available in only a few
selected cases in the fore.
seeable future.
Some authorities believe
that a mechanical heart
may prove more feasible,
b,ut its use is far in the
future.
I HOSPITAL NEWS I
Nursery 7 Adults 119 8-18-77
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Darnell (Mother
Gail), Rt. 9 Benton, Baby Boy
McKee (Mother Carol), 509
Beal Murray. Baby Girl
Rodgers (Mother Patricia),
308 Franklin Dr. Paris, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Debra L. Sales,
Murray, Manor F-7 Murray.
Mrs. Barbara D. Garner and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Bx. 180-B
Camden, Tn., Mrs. Virginia C.
Felgenhauer, Rt. 4 Murray.
Mrs. Deana Lee, Rt. I Bx. 194-
A Sedalia, Miss Doris J
Rowland, 308 Irvan Murray,
Mrs. Brenda G. Baker and
Baby Girl, Rt. 2 Paris, To
Mrs. Martha A. Ashlock, Rt. 2
Paris, Tn., Eric Pratt. Em-
bassy Apt. A-6 Murray.
Charles C. Grogan, Rt. 4 Bx.
575 Murray, Curtis Doty, lit 1
Springville, Tn., Miss Treba
K. McDaniel, Bx. B-5 Dexter,

















Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Nicholas Sanders, Jr. of Louisville, for-
merly of Paducah, announce the engagement of their
daughter, Theresa Lynn, to Curtis Eldon Harrington U.S.N.,
San Diego, California, son of Judge and Mrs. Floyd G. Hooks of
Smithland, and the late Herman Blatz Harrington of Marshall
County and Smithland.
Miss Sanders was graduated from St. Mary High School,
Paducah, and is presently attending Murray State University.
She plans to receive her degree in Vocational Rehabilitation
with a minor in Sociology this December.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. William Walter Cole of
Decatur, Georgia, formerly of Atlanta, and the late Mr. Cole of
Atlanta and of Mrs. Joseph Nicholas Sanders of Paducah and
the late Mr,. Sanders.
Mr. Harrington was graduated from North Marshall High
School, Marshall County.' He attended Murray State Univer-
sity and is presently with the United States Navy, stationed in
San Diego, serving aboard the U.S.S. Schofield. Upon com-
pletion of his Naval obligation, Mr. Harrington plans to
resume his studies at Belmont College, Nashville, Tn., seeking
a degree in music and sound engineering.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Wilbur Eldon Thompson of
Paducah, formerly of Smithland, and the late Mr. Thompson
of Smithland and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Minor G. Harrington
of Paducah.
A mid-January wedding is being planned at the St. Francis
de Sales Catholic Church, Paducah.
WAL,RATH GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. William Walsh
of Hernando, Fla., are, the
guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Charles Walrath, Mr.
Walrath, and children, Dawn,
age four, and Paul, age 11/2.
The Walsh couple formerly
resided in Michigan but after
retirement moved to Florida.
They will celebrate their 52nd
wedding anniversary on
August 30 while in Murray.
Mr. Walrath, their son-in-law,
is ,manager of Central Stores







In the .September issue
of Cosmopolitan there's a
coupon worth $15
towards The Perfect Perm.
Bring it to us.
h.e
•••••,••••,.. ,•strollkti A.. al pti Perm
A, a participating senwit
Perm Salon we'll allow you
.)) $15 towards a 
Sensor Perm
Sensor Perm combines
solid-state electronics, acid pH
chemistry and our expertise to
give you a Perfect perm every
time Which mean, that your
hair might just F-x• getting the.
kind of styling flexibility it
never had before
so i:tit out the inartn1
u, for a Sensor Perm
appointment







A pl'ftet pc r m time
Plan
Group JJ ill \-0/ %boot
The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will not
meet an Monday, August 29, at
the Calloway County Nilotic
Library as announced
previously. -
The next meeting will be
held on Monday, September
26, at seven p. m. at the Public
Library. Persons who have
read the special book may
take part in the discussion.
A diamond lost in 1946 by
Mrs I. T. Tinkle of Lufkin,
Tex . was found three years lat-
er in the craw of a peacock,
Fern Terrace Gazette




All of us at Fern Terrace want to welcome back all
the students at Murray State University. We look
forward to their return because they always bring _
so much happiness to our residents at Fern Terrace.
They also make our residents feel younger than
their years. They are all 39 (in hearts).
News:
We want to welcome Edwin Tapp and Melvie
Garland to our staff.
Wish a Speedy recovery to Elizabeth Conn and
Raymond Freeze.
A Lesson From Life
You can't judge 'a man by his relatives, and, no
matter how good, or bad a man's family
background may be, he is master of his own soul &
destiny; he alone will determine the road he shall
follow in life.
At Fern Terrace Lodge, you can't judge us by our
relatives, BUT - you can judge us by our "Residents."
1. Well balanced meals, served "family style."
2. Cheerful atmosphere.
3. Individual attention.
4. Planned religious services & recreation.






A fully insulated house requires a smaller heating and cooling system, and
it operates with less electricity. This saves you money.
Full insulation slows wintertime loss of heat. You'll use less heat to stay
comfortable. And, of course, you'll pay less.
In summer, insulation serves the reverse purpose, keeping the blistering
heat outside. Your, cooling system works less and, again, you pay less.
Want to know more about the year-round benefits of insulation? See us for
a copy of Installing Home Insulation. It's yours free.
SZT
West Ky. kural Electric
Cooperative Corporation















Are we strangling in red
tape? Government em—
ployment keeps growing. In the
past 20 years, the federal, state
and local government payiolls
have added 7.6 million people
and payroll costs ballooned
more than 500 per cent.
One index of red tape, the
Code of Federal Regulations,
grew 18,000 pages from 1970 to.
1975. The Federal Register, the
how-to document for im-
plementing those regulations,
totalled 60,000 pages of tightly
spaced, small print in 1975,
more than triple its 1970
volume.
The most common govern-
ment form, the IRS' tax return,
keeps being "simplified," yet
more than half of all taxpayers
rely on outside help to prepare
their returns.
It Seems that the tangle of red
tape falls most heavily on the
little guy. Big business can
command flocks of legal eagles
to argue its case before those
guardians of red tape, the state
and federal regulatory age',
cies.
In 19'76, for example, the 11
major American airlines spent
$2.8 million for outside counsel
to represent them before, the
Civil Aeronautics Board.
Consumer groups, by contrast,
could scrape up only $20,000 to
• argue their side before the
CAB.
Because of that imbalance,
it's important that people like
Gov. Julian Carroll, who ap-
points members of regulatory
agencies, pay particular at-
tentiop ,.to the needs of the
average citizen.
We need more people on
regulatory commissions who
are beholden to no interest but
the public interest, people who
will look out for the needs of
average citizens and protect
consumers' interests.
Gov. Carroll seems intent on
.making a name for himself as a
champion of consumers. The
appointments he makes are the
best test of the sttength of that
commitment.
-FROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESK
As we get on in years, there is a
common tendency not to pay as much
attention as we should to what we eat.
There are some very understandable
reasons for that. For one thing, an
elderly person living alone just doesn't
feel like going to the bother of
preparing and eating a well-balanced
meal.
And a good Many of our senior
citizens simply don't have the money to
buy the variety of foods needed for good
health.
This is a problem that our elderly
citizens have been facing for years.
Government has been slow to respond
to these needs. But it is now.
One unique approach which we
initiated in Kentucky last summer —
and which has proven to be very
successful — is our Governor's Elderly
Gardening Project.
At my request, and with state funds
which I provided, the Kentucky
Association of Community Action
Agencies developed the program last
year on a pilot basis in seven areas
across the state. Because it worked so
well, we expanded it this summer to
extend to all 88 counties served by..
community, action agencies.
The program allows our elderly
citizens to have gardens of their own, to
raise fresh vegetables. In addition to
the savings in food prices, it provides
these older people with a gainful
activity, nourishing their sense of
accomplishment.
For a total state cost of
approximately $20,000, it is estimated
our senior citizens raised nearly
$150,000 worth Of vegetables last
summer. And what price can you put on
their heightened pride?
Another heartwarming feature of the
program is the cooperation it has
fostered among many aspects of our
society — state and local government,
county extension agents, university
agricultural departments and private
groups. It showed once again how much
1
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article. to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels tha& the isque merits
the attention of the general public,
we can accomplish when everyone
works together. -
With the state money, we bought
seeds, plants and fertilizer. Some seeds
were donated as well. And the
participating agencies then provided
land and equipment, as well as
manpower and transportation
whenever it was needed.
In some Cases, private gardens were
included in the program. But for the
most _part, the work was done in
community gardens. An additional
benefit of this approach was the
fellowship it provided for the senior
citizens as they worked together.
For this summer, we have increased
the amount of state funds for this
program to nearly $80,000. We estimate
approximately 6,500 elderly citizens are
participating now.
In addition to this assistance project
that apparently is unique to Kentucky,
we also have other nutrition prOgrams
that operate in other states, although
we have put extra money into these
nutrition programs in Kentucky. I
allocated an additional $200,000 in state
funds to onaoof these, the Supplemental
Foods program, a few months ago.
This program provides already
prepared meals to our elderly citizens
who need them. Most of these meals are
provided i,n a public place where all the
people can eat together, again
providing more opportunities for
socializing- — something that is a real
need for many of our older citizens. But
our -Meals On Wheels" program takes
the meal to the homes of shut-ins. Other
programs are available to provide
transportation to bring them to where
the meals are served:
Approximately 40,000 Kentuckians
are getting well-balanced meals in this
way now — some of them occasionally
and others regularly.
A society as wealthy as ours cannot in
good conscience allow its senior
citizens to go hungry or merely to exist,
under-nourished, on poor diets. Health
problems are compounded by poor
eating habits.
With a little bit of imagination, and
without spending great sums of money,
we can give them the better quality life
they deserve. We should do no leis.
1
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;Opinions expressed in this column are those of the writer an& do no/
hecessarily reflect the editorial views of The ,Murray Ledger & Times.
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the .ssues, discussed in this
column are encouraged to respond with, Letter To The Editor
Writer Blasts Bus System
danger point of collapse in the
economy.
A second fault found in the senior
citizens bus system was to embrace a
city rapid transit system. They should
be immediately separated for the sake
of business administration. There is noc,
question of the impending deed of a
transit system for the city and quicker
than- you might think. Few of our people
are aware of the potential disaster of
our monetary- system which is being
drained dry by the oil producing nations
at the tune of $24 billion deficit this year
in import-export traffic, the greater
part due to oil imports, When gasoline
hits $1 a gallop, yes $1.50 a gallon, in the
foreseeable future, the-need of a local
transit system will be necessary.
Why not prepare for the eventuality
today? Because the present generation
are unwilling, or incapable, of seeing
the writing on the wall. They will learn,
as the senior citizens learned in the
Great Depression, an abrupt end to the
overabundance of material things. Will
these fragile and gifted young people,
not too well acquainted with the pix and
shovel, meet the Challenge as did our
senior citizens in the late 20's and early
'30's? We seriously questrOn whether cr
not they can endure comparable lean
years of our older citizens. The
demands will be made on the federal
government and they will learn to their
dismay, a great portion of our liberties
will have to be sacrificed on the altar,of
necessity in behalf of a national
socialism comparable to 11 Duce in
Italy prior to World War II.
The bulky city buses which consume
a gallon of gas every eight miles have a
limited capacity for passengers. Too,
they cost a barrel of money. The need,
even today, would be less expensive
vehicles, far greater gas efficiency, and
a few more seats. In addition, the
overhead of operation could be sharply
reduced proviaed our people shed this
pie in the Washington sky concept of
eternal flow of greenbacks.
The day of rectitude is at hand,
provided our people will accept the
gravity of the situation and make
amends now. Frankly, this offers little
hope for the people are not conditioned
to the virtues of community self-
preservation. They have become as Y,
dependent on Washington as the
Egyptians were to Rome. With our
dependency on Washington gaining
ground by the hour, our faith in our
national leaders supported by less than
a quarter of our population, perhaps the
Decline and Fall of America is
materializing.
With our dependency on Washington,
for revenues and regulations, little hope
can be held out for the city bus system
to survive under the' present
arrangement. Perhaps, it could be
resusitated with a general overhaul, an
increased interesPand_ participation by
the citizens, greater enrollment by
senior citizens in its operation on purely
compassionate justification, and a
severing of dependency from the
Washington scene.
Echoes From The Past n h„1,
-1 (Armin and genvaloglefil
(Inv, anti farnily- r1rdos.1
Jack Hinson
The reason he was such a danger to
the Union -men was because of his
knowledge of the backroads and woods
which bounded both sides of the river.
There were bounties put on his head
and numerous attempts to capture him,
-either dead or alive, but the man had
the ability to virtually melt into the
underbrush, letting Union soldiers
tramp past him, sometimes a few feet
from where he was hidden.
Jack would hide along the river's
edge, and anyone passing by boat in a
gray uniform was allowed to pass in
safety; but woe betide anyone wearing
the blue of the North. He especially
liked to pick off officers and mariners.
When the water on the rivers was high,
he would build blinds and would seek
his prey from behind these shelters, an
old-time, grisly "duck-hunter."
Although Hinson mostly kept to
himself and sought no aid in his
vendetta, there were a couple of
examples told about where he went to
the Confederate men and told them of
the strength and location of Union
troops upon which he had spied. A time
or two, an entire regiment was
destroytd due to the information gotten
from Hinson. But mostly, the man was
satisfied to devote his life to avenging
the death of his two beloved sons.
The rifle was passed, after Hinson's
death, to Major Charles Anderson, and
was in the possession of Mr. W. T. Love,
of Murfreesboro, Tennessee, complete





A special organizational dinar
meeting for the Murray Optimist CIO
will-be held August 29 at the Southaide
Restaurant.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Dora
Alice Nance and Mrs. Beatrice Cathey,
age 70.
Chaplain (Lt. Col.) Hugh P. Kelso,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Urie P. Kelso of
Lynn Grove, and First Lt. William V.
Sturm, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul W.
Sturm of Murray, were both promoted
to their present ranks while serving
with the Army at Camp Friendship,
Korat, Thailand.
"A local band that plays well is
composed of John, Robert, and Joe
Forsee, Reid Hale, and Kay Hale,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Ed West, Jr., was one of MK)
undergraduate delegates attending the
annual leadership training workshop of
the Sigma Chi fraternity held August
23-26 on the campus of the University of
Kansas, Lawrence.
20 Years Ago ,
Larry Buxton, Jerry Adams, and
Harold Shoemaker received their
Eagle badges, highest award in Boy
Scouting, at the Court of Honor held by
Troop 45 at the City Park.
Glavious Rogers of Murray was
of 29 cadet graduates who sue
passed the course prescribed
Kentucky State Troopers, according to
St Police Director Paul M. Smith of
Frit-Maori
The Rev. Walter E. Mischke will be
the speaker at the revival meeting at
the Bethel Methodist Church
September 1-6.
Miss Glenda Jane Brown, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hester H. Brown, was
married.to Robert Thomas Hill, son of
the Rev. and Mrs. W. L Hill, on August
4 at the South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church.
Carl Perkins will appear in person
with his Rock 'N Roll Show tonight at
the Murray Drive-In Theatre. Also
showing will be the movie, "Anastasia"
starring Ingrid Bergman, Yul Bryruier,
and Helen Hayes.
, 30 Years Ago
The picture of the Calloway County
Courthouse, published today, is one of
the many scenes of Murray which
appear in the "Murray Viewbook"
recently completed by the Murray
Chamber of Commerce. The book is
dedicated to the memory of Nathan B.
Stubblefield, inventor of radio.
Cary Boggess, George Haney, J. B.
Head, Olen Huff, Maynard Ragsdale,
Charles Schultz, Ray Sinclair, and
Howard Titsworth are new members of
the Murray Lions Club initiated at the
meeting held at the Murray Woman's
Club House. Lion R. L. Wade gave a
short address on "Lionism."
T. C. Collie and Buford Hurt, field
representatives of the Woodmen of the
World Life Insurance Society, have
qualified to attend the society's field
conference in Chicago, Ill., September
15-17.
Miss Dorothy Hicks of Hazel Park,
Mich., formerly of Murray, has
qualified in national shorthand tests at
the rate of 175 works a minute. She and
her family are now visiting relatives in
Murray and Paducah.
40 Years Ago
Miss Agnes Kemp, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Kemp, was named Miss
Calloway County by the directors of the
local Farm Bureau. She will represent
Calloway County in the district contest
at the Tobacco Festival at Princeton in
September.
The eighth case of infantile paralysis
in Calloway County for this year has
been reported by Dr. J. A. Outland,
county health physician.
Deaths reported include the Rev. W.
P. Prichard, age 64, Charls,s Lee
McCuiston, and Mrs. Charles E.
Dawson.
Edward Thompson Curd, Anabel
Finch Hart, and A. V. Havens, all of
Murray, received their Master's
degrees from the University of
Kentucky, Lexington, on August 22.
Births reported include a boy, 0. J.
III,. to Mr. and Mrs. Kerby Jennings,
and a boy, John Albert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Laymond White, both on August 19.
Miss Kathleen Imes, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Imes, and Pogue
Outland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Finis
Outland, were married August 25 at the
home of her sister, Mrs. Burie Cooper.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Creekmur
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on August 14.
Photographers Convention at Chicago,
Clark Gable and Jean Harlow are
starring in the movie, "Saratoga," now
showing at the Capitol Theatre.
Bible Thought
These things I have spoke;
unto you, that in me ye migh
have peace. ...l have overcom,
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Kerby Jennings
No greater hoax can be perpetrated
on the senior citizens of this nation than
the shattering of a hope that gives
promise to a sunrise of pleasure but
fades in the sunset of disappointment.
For an example ¶this contention, the
inauguration of a convenient
transportation system in this county
last fall for the elderly. is a classic
instance of the rise and fall of a
benevolent expectation.
No one faults a consideration
extended to a less fortunate person
whether it be the result of an injury,
illness, broken home, financial distress,
victim of drugs, or any other category
of misfortune. On the other hand, the
senior citizen is not an unfortunate
person, but really a very fortunate
individual who has lived a long span of
time enjoying the world around him
provided he has enjoyed a healthy and
constructive history and a minimum of
unhappiness.
The fanfare of jubilation that
surrounded the announcement last year
of a bus system for the elderly was not
an occasion for merriment for this
observer, an elderly citizen, who
instantly viewed the proposal as a
tragic disamintment in the future,
admiting that the proposition collapsed
much quicker than anticipated.
granting the-noble gesture originated
in the conscience of many inspired
people, it siniPly lacked the mechanics
of workability. Whenever a community
becomes dependent upon the federal
government for financing, it
immediately becomes subjected to the
vagaries of politics. Whenever our
people shifts the timeless morality of
caring for the needs of less fortunate,
they become the pawns of neglect.
Although the concept of self-care may
be an old-fashioned way of doing things,
it remains a basic foundation of our
society.
No greater danger befalls our people
than to discourage the abilities of man
to cope with the world around him. He
should be able and willing to be
productive within his capabilities as
long as he lives, otherwise the dying
process will set in and he will soon-
perish. The liquidation of the vast store
of knowledge, strength, experierke,
and other things at an arbitrary age
regardless of his willingness and
abilities is a modern travesty. It is tfigh
time a reversible policy be
inaugurated, otherwise the yoke of
early retirement become a lodestone on
the back of our younger generation.
According to this argument, the time
is past due that the people of this county
become more self-reliant, more
compassionate? more industrious and
conceive and put into an operation a
_system to fill the needs asked of the bus
service for aged people. This can be
done provided we take stock of our
assets. For instance, draw upon the
reservoir of talent y-ithin the 65 and
over population who are able and
willing to lend a hand in the effrt, to
drive the buses, the man the telephone,
to keep the records. Many of these
people, undoubtedly, woui) seize upon
the opportunity to put into action their
own principles learned - from their
childhood.
Regrettably, the spqasors of re, ent
"programs" have had their origins in
potential job holders, tending to expand
the teeming bureaus 9f the federal
government into the pitfall of over-
abundance. An opportunity was
afforded this correspondent to observe
this at first hand in the office quarters
of' the bus system last fall No
enterprise can long endure with
unnecessary feather-bedding for the
youth at the expense of the_public
% 
In other columns dealing with the
Civil War as it pertained to the Jackson
Purchase area, the term "guerillas"
has been mentioned. In case it was
never defined, these -guerillas" were
men who had not actually joined either
the Onion or the Confederate army,
preferring to carry on the war in their
own, manner. Some of them were
legitimately interested in the cause,
whether it be northern or southern;
others used this ploy for their own
benefits, much as did the tobacco
"night-riders". in later years. These
guerillas were involved in smuggling
activities, especially around the town of
Blood, now known as Newburg. They
would either wear no uniform at all or
would dress in whichever uniform
happened to suit their purpose best.
One of these men who became known
as a guerilla, was a man with a
personal vendetta. His name was Jack
Hinson, and though there are several
counties in Tennessee who claim that
he lived within their boundaries, it was
fairly well established that he
accomplished most of his vengeance in
that part of "between-the-rivers"
around Fort Henry and Pine Bluff,
occasionally crossing over into
Calloway Count 5,.
The reason for his hatred for Union
soldiers stemmed from the fact that
two of his boys had enlisted in the
confederate army--..and had been
captured by Colonel Lowe's Federal
cavalry and been shot as
bushwhackers. Their father vowed to
avenge his death, and when he had
finished his span on this earth, his
trusty rifle had 36 notches on it, one for
each soldier in blue which he had shot.
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Mungay Business News Briefs
Edited by
FRANK GONZALES
TV Series for Schools Teaches Metric System
Starting this fall, a lot of
school children in fifth and
sixth grade are going to be
seeing television programs
that deal with such sub-





teaching 11 to 13-year-olds
about the metric system of
measurements have been
completed and are now
available to educational
television stations and to
schools in the form of video
cassettes.
The series was financed
and developed by a con-
sortium of 24 state and
Canadian provincial
agencies under supervision
of the Agency for In-
structional Television,
which has produced other
similar series.
The project had a budget
of more than $350,000,
supported in part by Exxon
Corporation. The
production was under the





Toronto; the Utah State
Board of Education; the
South -C
Educational Television
Network, and the South
Carolina Department of
Education.
Excerpts were played for
state school officials
Laura Tucker Archway award *inner
Laura Tucker of Bowling
Green, Kentucky, today
was named the winner of
the 1977 Archway Home
Style Cookie Award, the top
baking award at the
Kentucky State Fair.
Her recipe for Lemon
Sugar Cookies received a
$100 U. S. Savings Bond and
the opportunity to enter the
Archway Regional
$1,000.00 U. S. Savings
Bond contest where her
recipe will compete against
the winners of the Indiana
and Wisconsin State Fairs.
Ms. Tucker's winning
recipe is now eligible to vie
for the Grand National
Award of a $2.500.00 U. S.
Savings Bond.
The award was
presented to Ms. Tucker by
LYNN ANDERSON,
popular recording star and
guest celebrity at the
Kentucky State Fair.
Operation Identification reaction faborable
The head of the state
Office of Crime Prevention
has proposed insurance
rate reductions for those
individuals who participate
in Operation Identification.
The program calls for a
five per cent insurance
reduction if an individual
participates in Operation
Identification by engraving
valuables with the initials
84Nit MOTES
by Bill Boyd
A little planning can
save car expenses.
Combine all possible
errands in a single trip.
Avoid rush-hour traffic
tie-ups. Form shopping
pools with friends.. .such
pools can' be more fun
than driving alone.
Open a checking account with us and pay for







noted the series' flexiblity.
The video cassettes can
be played at any time on a
recorder-player or a
player; thus teachers can
use the materials at' times
which best fit into their
plans. Further, they can
stop them at any time for
instant replay or for
questions. s
Portable cassette
equipment can be shared
by several classrooms. The
Anipment must be pur-
chased, however.
As part of an experiment,
in a change from a limit
imposed earlier, stations
leasing the agency's series
may now allow par-
ticipating school systems
to retain recordings fo ruse
during an entire school
year.
The agency, a nonprofit
U. S.-Canadian
organization formed in
1973, has its headquarters
in Bloomington, Ind., with
regional offices in
Washington. Atlanta,




divided into four clusters:
length, area, volume-
capacity, mass-weight.
In one program, a teen-
aged metric wizard,
Murray, takes his younger
cousin, Randolph, on a tow' 1500 C Penny wardrobe
of - Torontcr; - where they
measure everything from
battleships in the harbor to
the size of a pizza they
order.
It is advertised as being
45 centimeters in diameter,
or about 18 inches. When it
arrives, Randolph
measures it and finds it is
closer to 40 centimeters.
Murray tells the waiter
.that the place owes him
five centimeters, and that,
therefore, their next pizza
must be 50 centimeters
across.
KY and- his or her. social
security number, and an
additional five per cent
reduction if the house
passes a safety inspection,
Lt. Norman Bryant said.
Bryant is a member of
the Kentucky State Police,
assigned to head the state
Office of Crime Preven-
tion.
Bryant said he proposed




reaction. He said he un-
derstands the proposal will
go before the Kentucky
Insurance Regulatory
Board Sept. 9.
Bryant said an insurance
.reduction was not un-
precedented because fire
insurance rates are set by
risk.
Are you paying too much
for auto insurance?
probabis th r•. t hat abit
all auto insurance rates are about the
same But that's definitely not true
The truth is, there's, a good chance
that you can save money on you, auto
insurance by calling us
Well quickly check with the many
insurance companies we ,epreter,t
,„ t, what you should
be paying for your car insurance
If you're paying more than that quote
you should be getting your car Insur
mice from us
And ,1 by son., chance, you're paying
less well you II have the satisfaction











Gordon, of Benton, models
part of her JC Penney
Fashion Award, a $1,500
wardrobe, presenteJ to her
by the 25 JC Penney stores
in Kentucky. She models
part of a three-piece en-
semble, slacks, vest, and
blazer (not shown), along
with matching skirt.
Minority Businesses receive funds
FRANKFORT —
Minority businesses in
Kentucky will soon be
receiving federal funds as
part of the $4 million Local
Public Works Bill recently
signed into law, state
commerce department
officials said recently. The
U.S. Department of
Commerce has assured




A public seminar, j'ointly
'sponsored by the Economic
Development Ad-










thousands of small firms
originate, expand, and
prosper. Prospective new
business owners, as well as
persons already in
business, will have the
opportunity to find out
about assistance available
from SBA on the first
Thursday of each month in
Paducah.
A representative from
the Service Corps of
Retired Executives
(SCORE) will be at this
agency's part-time office
at City Hall, Com-
missioner's Chambers
(second floor 1, Paducah,
Thursday. September 1,
1977 from 9:00 a.m. till
12:00 noon.
Services provided by







business, as well as owners
of existing businesses, are
welcome to consult with the
SBA representative
regarding financia-1
Westvaco Posts Record Nine-Month Sales And Earnings





plant in Wickliffe, Ky., has
reported record sales and
earnings for the nine
months ended July 31.
litSiness Resource Centers
has been planned to help
minority businesses in
Kentucky qualify for the
new federal funds. ,
The seminar win' be Aug.
30 at 7 p.m. in the
Auditorium at 505 West
Ormsby in Louisville.
- In addition to discussing




provide a list of funded






businesses are urged to




relating to the operation,of
a small business.
Current financial records
of the business and per-
Radio Shack
sales are up,
FORT WORTH, TX —
Radio Shack, a division of
Tandy Corporation,
recorded sales of
$62,900,000 for the month of
July, a 13 per cent gain





consolidated sales for the
month of July were
$67,043,000, an increase of
11 per cent over sales of
$60,387,000 a year ago.
Sales of North American
Radio Shack stores in
existence more than one




decline is very slight in-
deed in comparison to any
other C4-related company
we know of, indicating'the




"We look for a gradual
firming of CB prices, over
the next few months.
Meanwhile, we are greatly
encouraged by the
reception of our new
microcomputer which was
introduced at a press show
in New York City on August
Fcr the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1977, Radio Shack
added over 600 company-
owned stores and nearly
600 dealers for a total of
approximately 1200 new
outlets in North America.
The company presently has
more than 6,000 stores and
dealers in all 50 staty and.
Canada, and nearly 400
stores overseas operating
-under --the name Tandy
International Electronics.
This Business News Feature
will appear each Saturday
.n the
" Murray ledger ard Times
sonal financial statements
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Sales for the third quarter
established a new record
while earnings for the third
quarter were the second
highest in the company's
history.
Sales for the third
quarter amounted to
$253,082,000 compared with
$232,833,000 for the same
period &year ago, a gain of
8.7 per cent. This brought
sales for the nine months to
$727,894,000, a gain of 5.6
per cent over sales of
$689,470,000 a year ago.
Third quarter earnings •
amounted Ao $17,063,000,
The Fains preview new Chryslers
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Fain were part of the 8,200
dealers and their wives
who attended Chryslers
National new car showing
recently in Reno.
The
dealers previewed the full
line of new Chryslers and








Directors, in their regular
bi-monthly session, today
declared the Third Quarter
cash dividend. The
dividend of $.06 per share is
payable on September 15,
1977 to shareholders of
record on September 1,
1977.
The dividend is number
two hundred and one 201)




Tappan is a diversified
manufacturer of products
usedin "Serving the Heart
of the Home," including
microwave ovens, major
kitchen appliances, unitary




and' metal 'waste con-
tainers.
Brittain joins WNBS
Dr. R. L. Brittain, of
Martin, Tennessee, has
joined WAAW-FM as ac-
count executive. Dr.
recently retired
froAthe English faculty of
the University of Ten-






D. ). Dr. Brittain is a
member of the Episcopal
Church, Alpha Phi Omega
National Service
Fraternity, Phi Beta
Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, and
Delta Upsilon Fraternity.
He has been active in the
1363 /Routs for many years
and is a member of the
B.P.O.E. in Dresden,
Tennessee, afid of the
American Legion Post 55 in




a national sales position
with Scott Paper Products.
His primary assignment at












equal to 11.01 a share,
providing a gain of 18.5 per
cent over earnicigs of.
$14,396,000, or 86 cents a
share, achieved in the
comparable period a year
earlier. Earnings for the
nine months came to
$43,299,000, or $2.56 a share,
contrasted with $39,585,000,
or $2.36 a share, for the
corresponding period in
1976, a gain of 9.4 per cent.
David L. Luke III,
Westvaco president, said,
"It is gratifying that in a
period of unusual external
circumstances we have
been able to achieve record
levels of performance. We
are encouraged by our
progress during fiscal 1977
and by the opportunities we
see ahead of us."
Luke reported that the
objectives of Westvaco's
$500 million program for
corporate growth, covering
the period 1976-1980. are
being met on schedule and
that capital.cda8sappear to
be cOnsistent with









well as new facilities for
converting and . special
cbmicals. appears_ to_Jae
particularly advantageous
for the conditions the
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Twin takers Good Sam
Club Enicris Outing
Eight families from the
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club camped at the
Rushing Creek Campground
in the Land Between the Lakes
for the monthly campout held
August 19, 20, and 21, with
Jack and Betty Wagar as
wagonmasters.
A potluck supper was served
on Saturday night. The group
attended the campground
worship services on Sunday
morning which were con-
ducted by Forrest Sawyer.
Ned Wilson, president,
presided, and Beth Wilson,
secretary-treasurer, gave her
reports.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, along
with John and Joan Bowker,
attended the special planning
meeting for the Piney Cam-
pground's Campers Fair held
at Brandon Spring Group
.Camp in TVA's Land Between
the Lakes on Wednesday,
August 10.
This fourth annual Campers
Fair will be held September
16-18 at Piney Campground
just off U. S. Highway 79 in the
southern portion of the 170,000
acre demonstration area in
Western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
The Murray club will assist




Club in serving at the
hospitality tent on Sunday.
The Murray members voted to
furnish the cold drink, with the
assistance of McDonald's of
Murray, and the cookies for
the tent for part of Sunday.
Other camping and
recreational clubs, dealers,
etc., will assist in the en-
tertaining which is open to the
public for viewing of the
various recreational vehicles
on display, along with the flea
market and special en-
tertainment throughout the
weekend.
The Land Between The
Lakes Area Ministry will be on
hand and will conduct the
worship services on Sunday
morning.
Wagonmasters for the
Murray Club for the Sep-
tember weekend will be
Jimmy and Sharon Graham.
Hugh and Larue Wallace
were welcomed as new
members of the club. Other
members attending were
Harold, Ruth, and Denise
Eversmeyer, Jimmy, Sharon,
and Ginger Graham, B. C. and
Orpha Glogan, Bill and
Norette Hill, Hunter and
Winner Love, Ned and Beth
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"The Light Of A
Thousand Uses"
May 13, 1919, that's the date
the Quick-Lite series of the
first Coleman lanterns was
registered at the U.S. Patent
office. The lanterns began
appearing on the market just
prior to that date and have
remained essentially the same
for nearly 60 years.
Producing 300 candle power
of pure-white, brilliant light,
the gas lantern became known
as "a great farm lantern." Its
popularity spread fast
because of its unlimited uses
and superiority over the
odorous and sooty oil lanterns
used up to that time. The
primary reason for the Quick-
Lite lantern's gain in
popularity was its con-
venience and safety features.
It produced more light than 20
of the old style oil lanterns,
was wind-proof and wouldn't
explode if tipped over. Using
ordinary "motor gasoline" the,
lantern offered 40 hours of
service per gallon and cost
less than 15 cents a week to
operate.
According to the Coleman
Company, the fact that the
Quick-Lite lanterns became
popular with fishermen,
campers and hunters was
almost incidental because the
lantern was essentially a
"work" lantern. It Was being
used by night watchmen,
plumbers, factories,
warehouses, farmers, etc.
Considering the source of
electricity was scarce at that
time, its uses were virtually
unlimited. For that reason the
lanterns were sold as "The
Light of a Thousand Uses"
and "The Sunshine of the
Night."
The Quick-Lite lantern
lacked a few of the built-in
conveniences of our modern
day "Instant-Lite." The pump
was not built-in, rather a
separate accessory sold with
the lantern. The first built-in
pumps appeared around 1928.
Another interesting difference
is the globes—on the older
models of lanterns were made
of mica or "isinglass" with a
small metal sliding door for
lighting. Of course, this was
replaced in later years with a
glass globe.
The below testimonial is a
rather interesting story,
written by a gentleman who 
traveled over 4,000 miles
"powered" by a Quick-Lite. It
is representative of leisure
camping, 1921 style.
The "Log" of a Quick-Lite Lantern
By LB. Robbins
Lighting up A 4100 Mile Auto Tour
Asitl-traraUrsta nisei rimp 
• ' u here, with your Quick-Lite on the joh
Cluiement, Cal.
Jan. 19, 19?1.
ON November eighteenth 
I drove into
Los Angeles, California, ...e ith a Ford and
a Coleman Quick Lit, Lantern, after
having crossed the continent from the tip
end of Cape Cod, Massachosctts, nearly four
thousand one hundred miles, in thirty-nine
days. This trip was run over some of the best
and, as it seems to roe, most of the worst
roads in these United States and I marvel
that anything in the nature ,-f a gas lantern
could have withstood the punishment that
my Coleman had to bear.
J knew about what • Ford einilel stand but
I didn't know a thing about ails:man Lan.
tern and must confess that I was skeptical
regarding the outcome. I carried it in the
tonneau of the car each day, packed in with
suit-cases, bedding and other camping equip-
ment which was continually being milled
about every moment the car was in motion.
Yet it withstood all this and more and tcoday
is just as good as the day I started. And,
moreover, it sprang • series of pleasant sur-
prises all along the way.
, First, was ,the amount of light. It ex-
ceeded all expectations 'And lighted up our
camping grounds like day. Pitching camp
was easy. I lost ho 7-g the Coleoian one linib or
set it on a bucket and let b shed light over
everything like a young sun
JUST a typical tamping on the Ari-
zona Desert.
SOME iaT the worst weathi-r imaginable wasencountered through Missouri and Kansas.
For ten days the rain poured in torrents and
made the mud so heavy it took us six days to
travel three hundred and two miles between
St. Louis rind Kansas City. We were nearly
exhausted with the strain hut did the Cole'
man Lantern falter? Nary a bit. Every night
it was ready for duty and blirned steady and
clear in the heaviest winds and the most
torrential rains.
USING the Quick-Lite Lo ,t,rnfor"Read-in', Ritin' and Rithrnet• •." _ -
Down through the Teals Panhandle and
through New Mexico and Aroona the word
"highway" is a word without meaning. It is
a myth. For • thousand miles one is forced
to pilot a car over traeldess prairies and
deserts—guiltless of even ths suggestion of a
road for spaces of over a hinido..! miles, some-
times, between towns. •
Plowing through sand hi!, . so. over literally
thousands and thousands ic holes and
continually picking a nerso a. sag path over
rock strewn trails for milt , aalaa-alattng, the car
and its contenti were shLsoot. humped, jig-
gled and mistreated beyorol human under-nigch ht tac ona-ihreach_fot_thm•Ein 
l'AA1 I 'ING at night beacatli a California
Pepper Tree. Thl3 illustrates the power-
ful light a Quick-Lite give for making road-
side repairs. The lantern at ii placedlbehind
tract 11,1
Coleman with fear and trembling. Would there'
be anything left of Would we be forced to
pitch camp in the JarS in this wild and com-
fortless wilderness Not much! Every single •
night its cheery t -ee hundred candle power
la-Mance ,• ushed _olds' the black nigh, and
made our little corm feel like a real home.
LATE one night in a rain we discovered acar serandect ny the roadside with a broken
spring. The cone, was attempting to install
a spare one with the aid of a smoky kerosene
lantern and was l.rvinr a hard time of it I
stinted up the Quack lite and his troubles
were over. Every bolt and nut was brightly
illuminated and in a Sew moments we had the
new spring installed and he was on his way
rejoicing. Th., errs!, ',cc made him a Cole-
4 4e Ck suspended from
one of Jai under the top heating
tic interior of tte car and (tiring us a won-
derful light for rcading when lying down
int bunk made up of the seat cushions.
man convert and 1•11 het he has a Quick-Lite
newr--if he kept his threat.
Many cold nights were encountered in the
mountains-anights which caught the water in
tie radiator and skimmed road puddles with
ler. On the worst of such nights we slept in
die car and kept warm in spite of the cold.
Mow? Simply by buttoning down all the side
°attains, and ho,pmg the- lighted lantern
born one of the bows to the top. In ten
inutes the tear•a -rat ate inside the car was
lie noonday o. bourne, and we could lie
tbere and read b. warm and corn
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• Lev 1;rilhiened up the interior of our
ear a tth r,teriew brilliancy, standing it out
like a b. acon in the wilderness.
BUT now comes the most remarkable factof all. When one considers that the ordi-
nary gas mantle is about the most fragile thing
on earth, the test of this trip proves stronger
than any othelargument, just what a Coleman
Junior Mantle can stand. Consideringjtjat
only twelve mantles were used in all-TWis
mileage it seems like a miracle, Just thinkl
Over four thousand miles of constant shaking
sometimes for twelve hours at a stretch! It's
a wonder they lasted six days inst cad of thirty-
nine! But they did—that's all there is to it
Just °be other little point.
Don't be afraid to travel with a Coleman
Lantern for fear of not being able to procure
parts in case of loss or accident. I believe
every civilierd town in the Union carries
Coleman Quick-Lite Lamps and Lanterns.
That's the way it looked to me. Scarcely a
town was passed through but what Coleman
Lamps and Lanterns were SCell in some store.
Even in one little town of only twenty-
five souls in the mountrire of New Mexico,
the genern1 store carried them in stock.
This is nay experience with a C.Oleinan
Quick-Lite Lantern and I'm passing it along
ff7E could late every minute of the day
• light for during because our Quick-
. Lite always prored plenty of illumination
for supper-getting purposes,
for what it is worth to the next fellow. Per-
sonally, I'm as tickled with it as a pup with
a meat hone and on all future trips my Cole-
man goes with me for it surely is a friend in
need for the automobile tourist. As they say
out West—"Youbetcher."
I IGF1TING up for the night lomcuhere
• in Oklahoma.
ANTIQUE—The above pictured Coleman Quick-the
lantern is believed to have been manufactured in June,
1927. Retail price for the lantern at that time was listed
at $750 and the replaceable mica (isinglass) chimneys
listed for 90 cents. Surprisingly, many of these lanterns
are still in use and replacement parts are still offered by
the manufacturer. Replacing a faulty generator will
restore this double-mantle antique where it wil again
produce 300 candlepower of light. This model is built of
brass and heavily nickeled. The Quick-Lite, also known
as "The Sunshine of the Night," was billed in the '20's as
just the thing for camping, hunting, night fishing etc. It's
sporting use was incidental, however, since the lantern.
was originally intended to be a work light (See story) ,Fnif foto
American Fisheries Society Plans
Major Fish Study N Crooked
Creek Bay On Barkley Lake
Frankfort, Ky. — A portion
of Barkley Lake has been
proposed as the site for one of
the largest and most intensive
fish population studies ever
• attempted, Fish and Wildlife
Commissioner Arnold L.
Mitchell announced today.
The study, as designed by
the Reservoir Committee to
the Southern Division of the
American Fisheries Society,
is planned for the Crooked
Creek Embayment of Barkley
La*. Crooked Creek is on the
Land Between The Lakes
shore, across the lake and
slightly north of Lake Barkley
State Resort Park.
Biologists from 14 states as
well as representatives from
several federal agencies and
universities will conduct the
Study, Mitchell said. The
purpose of the project is to
gather data which will help
fisheries biologists make
more accurate estimates of
fish populations. Accurate
population estimates are
essential for almost all
projects designed to improve
fishing, so the results of this
study should lead to better
fisheries management
throughout the South, ac-
cording to Mitchell.
During the study, scheduled
for September, 1978, Crooked
Creek ernbayment will be
blocked so no fish can either
enter or leave the study area.
Five Points
AMOCO
Your full service s lotion











will then be made using
various sampling techniques,
after which the 284 acre bay
will be treated with rotenone,
a fish toxicant, and all the fish
in the study area collected and
cataloged.
This actual count of the fish
in the area will then be
compared with the population
estimates to verify the ac- -
curacy of the estimation
procedures.
Mitchell said that natural
recruitment from other areas
of the lake should replace the
fish in the study area within
one month.
Other aspects of the study
will include an assessment of
the effectiveness of fish at-
tractors and a check on
estimating methods used in
pollution-caused fish kills.
Also, a bass tournament will
be held in the study area to
determine the effects of such
contests on blackbass
populations. All bass caught
during the tournament will be
released outside the study
area, Mitchell said.
A public meeting to discuss
the project will be held at
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park Convention Center
September 13 at 7:30 p.m. All
interested individuals and
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Yep, that's what we'll have
the 31st of this month thru the
2nd of September, at Ken-
tucky and Barkley lakes.
BASS. is holding a national
tournament on our lakes for
the first time and ap-
proximately 210 bass
fishermen will participate.
These men will come from all
over the United States and will
represent most of the major
tackle and lure companies as
well as the fabulous boats and
motors that are made in
America.
Besides being super
fishermen, they are truly fine
gentlemen that you should
meet. Many of them seem to
radiate bass'n knowledge
even on dry land.
As far as I know ,right now,
the three day event will be
held at Kenlake Marina so
take the time to run down for
one of the weigh-ins. Yours
truly will be there to tag and
cane/glass
• The so-calied "bank pole" is
the simplest kind of fishing
rod. Most are made of heavy
Calcutta cane, some of metal,
and others of fiberglass.
One-piece poles are stocked
by many tackle shops, along
with two- and three-piece
poles, and those that
telescope. Some bank poles
are mounted with.tip tops; or
tops and guides, and some
have small cork handles built
in, along with simplified reels
filled with monofilament line.
Any of these still fishing rods
will do a job, and will be worth
whatever the fisherman pays
for one.
The best pole is the more
sophisticated model — a
telescoping fiberglass rod,
with a built-in reel and line.
The glass poles are light
resilient, cannot warp or bend,
and are long-lasting.
Bank poles come in various
lengths. Children do best with
short poles, 8 to 12 ft., while
adults can handle longer ones,
16 to 20 ft.
bait-casting
The bait casting rod is used
with a revolving spool reel,
usually one having a level-
wind mechanism that spools
the line evenly onto the reel. A
long, light, whippy bait
casting rod is best for fishing
release as many bass as
possible in continuing the
Murray Bass Club program.
Fishing conditions will
remain about the same for our
area unless another cool front
moves in.
Black Bass are still feeding
good in the early morning and
late evenings. Topwater and
buzz baits have been the best,
although several are being
caught on artificial worms.
Shallow stumps, treetops
and brushpiles have been
holding bass pretty good.
Always check the backs of the
boys for "popcorn" shad and
if they are present Mr. Bass
may be also.
The Crappie have hit pretty
good this week in deep water
as expected. Tommy Phillips
had a good trip Tuesday out of
the Kenlake area. He had a
party out and they brought in
several nice Crappie taken in
deep water.
I fished with Dr. Allen West











from Louisville. We chased
the large mouth bass around
for four hours and then trolled
for Sauger one half hour. We
kept six nice bass and one
sauger, releasing rive or six
other border line cases.
The fish were fiesty all
morning and would put on an
a,ereal show all the way to the
boat.
There was a small willow fly
hatch and a person could have
filled a boat with a flyrod and
popping-bag working along
the rocky shorelines of the
bays.
The White Bass are still
holding to the edges of the
dropoffs, occasionally drifting
onto the shallow bars to feed.
Use a lead spinner or spoon
plug and bounce it along the
bottom in a short hopping
motion for some hot action.










Fried squirrels served with creamed potatoes, squirrel
gravy and whole corn or peas and homemade biscuits is a treat
at our house. This "old standby" makes a great meal, but the
recipes included herein offer palatable varieties worth trying.
Good hunting and good eating!
eYquirni gumbo
2 young squirrels, ;;7U ,eiving-size pieces
it, cup vegetable oil iir bacon fat .
I lqrge green peppe),' wetted, sliced
1 sweet red pepper. seeded, sliced
2 large stalks Merl, diced
medium onion,
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
11/, cups fresh okra, cut in 1/,-inch rounds or 1 package frozen
okra, thawed and thinned
3 pints .chicken stock or consomme
2 large tomatoes, peeled, sliced, or 2 11IPA canned
1 small can (o-ounce, ,hoepeg torn or other-
-3/4,cup cooked white rice
11/, teaspoons file-pozeder dissolved in I tablespoon water
In a Dutch oven, heat oil and brown the meat. Add peppers,
•celery, and onion and cook, stirring, over medium heat until
vegetablff ate' limp. Add parsley, okra (if fresh), and stock.
Cover and sinither-until meat is tender (40-50 minutes).
Remove meat and bone it, if desired, and return to stew.
Add tomatoes, corn, rice, and okra (if frozen). Simmer 5
minutes. Stir in file powder. Serves 6. - -
Serve with: crusty, hot French bread and a cruet of sherry
. 
to be added to stew as desired..
e5quirrrIC3 wwsseti




71' slices fatty bacon, chopped fine
I small onion, chopped fine
2 teaspoons lemon juice -_
I large apple, cored, diced
11/2 cups chicken stock or consomme4
Mix together the flour, salt, and pepper. Roll meat in Mix-
ture Thd -coat evenly. In a large,- heavy skillet, slowly fry the
bacon. Remove bacon And reserve. Turn up heat and brown
the-meat in the bacon fat. Sprinkle with onion and lemon
juice. Return bacon to pan and add apple and stock. Cover
and simmer for 2-21,42 hours over low heat'or until meat is
tender. Serve hot in a casserole with pan juices poured over.
Serves 2-4.
Serve with: buttered hominy.
Noney-Vider
2 young squirrels, dressed Orole and halved
1/2 cup thick honey -t
1 pint apple eider
2 crushed bay leaves
1 tablespoon cornstarch mixed with 2 tablespoons water
Wipe squirrel halves dry and lay on broiler rack. Coat com-
pletely with honey. Broil about 6 inches from heat ft‘r. 8
minutes.-Turn, coat again with honey, and broil 8 minutes
more. Transfer to large, shallow baking dish or bottom of
roaster. Pour in the cider and add bay leaves. Place in pre-
heated 350° F. oven and roast for 1 hour or until meat is
well done. Transfer to serving platter and keep warm. Strain
pan juices into saucepan over medium heat and thU ken
with the cornstarch mixture. Serve on side. Serves 4.
Verve with: crisp shoestring potatoes and green salad.
with light line and light lures;
a shorter, fairly stiff, "heavy-
action" rod best handles
heavy line and lures.
Bait casting rods and reels
provide great casting
accuracy, allow very good
-feel" in working lures, and
are excellent in fighting
hooked fish.
Many tackle companies
make bait casting rods
expressly designed for fishing
with plastic worms. Such rods
are fairly stout, with actions
ranging from "medium" to
"medium heavy," and
popular lengths are 55'2 to 6 ft.
A light bait casting outfit
would consist of a fast, free-
spoolaibype reel on a 6 or 61/2 ft.,
light-tip action rod, and best
line would be 6 to 10 lb. test. A
medium outfit, for use with
lures around oz., would
include, a rod 51-2 or 6 ft., or
either "medium" or -medium
heavy" action. Matching line
would test 12 to 18 lbs. A heavy
outfit, for lures up to 2 oz.,
would be a stiff, "heavy action
bait casting rod of 5 or 51/2 ft.,
and line testing 15 to 20 lbs.
Ferrules or "joints" alter
the normal action of a single-
piece rod shaft, so — where
action is concerned — the
fewer pieces the better; also,
the more ferrules, the more a
rod weighs. However, the bait
casting rod that breaks down
into at least two pieces is
readily portable.
A good bait casting rod has a. ,
reliable means of locking the
reel to the reel seat. The bait
casting reel should readily fit
into the rod's reel seat, and it
should be possible to quickly,
easily, and solidly lock the
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-
What in the world are we leaving for our kids?
"We, the adult population, being
of sound mind and body, do hereby
bequeath to our children all of our
magnificent freeway systems. our
stores and factories w ith "their mil-
lions of acres of blacktop parking
space; we leave our sprawling and
1
ever-growing suburbs and our
'quaint' inner-city areas; we leave
our varied industries and their
incredible ability to spew. out a
mind-boggling-array of shiny, new
products; we leave,.
If we adults were to sit down and
collectively write out our last 55 ill
and testament. hos., many of us
would think of mentioning -what
is possibly our most precious re-
source - - our wildlife and wilder-
ness .areas - the vreat.parts of this-
country that ate still close to the
condition the) were in when God.
pave them to us. We can hardly ex-
pect our children to respect these
assets if we show a callous and un-
caring attitude ourselves.
Hut how do you teach young peo-
ple the value of the outdoors'' How
do we help them understand our
love and appreciation for ssil&r- -
ness and wildlife when we have so
little time to spend together with
then) in the great outdoors?
One possible answer is to get them
involved in a gun club. To some.
•this might-sotintkontradictory. It
might seem like an encouragement
for young people to learn to shoot
the verv wildlife were trying to
protect. But the fact is that today's
hunters and fishermen are the.
count r% 's staunchest conservation-
ists: The dollars gained from game
licenses are channeled directly
c it*
- Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Cami)ing, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
Sportsmen:
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St 753-3226






back into land acquisition, wildlife
habitat improvement andananage-
mem. Actually, no group in this
country'has been more dedicated
to or worked harder for our
environment-land and wildlife -
conservation included than
hunters.
So when you ask, "Who will carry
on? Who will lead the fight for,
conservation in future years?" our
hcipe has to be in our children.
- -That's why we suggest -getting
them involved in a -well-organized
and supervised shooting group
now. It's one of the best ways to
instill in them a love, appreciation
and respect for the outdoor World ,
--our most precious resource.
If you'd like to find out more about
the hunter's role in conservation,
please till in the coupon below and
send for our booklet today.
National Shooting Sports Foundation, Inc
1075 Post Road, Riverside, Conn. 06078
THE HUNTER AND CONSERVATION 4 mailed
postpaid for 25t a copy or SI 00 per pack-
age of 5 copies
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Seaver Learns How To Win The Hard Way As Reds Drop PhiIs
By TOM C.AN.AVAN
AP Sports Writer _
Aftcr 10 major league
seasons. Torn Seaver finally
has learned to do it the hard
way ..and
Seaver fired a five-hitter
and struck out seven in
recording his seventh straight
victory Friday night as the
Cincinnati Reds handed the
PhiladelphiaPhillies their
third consecutive loss, 4-2.
But those weren't the
statistics that impressed the
three-time Cy Young Award
winner; who won his eighth
game in 10 decisions since
being traded to the Reds by
the New York Mets June 15. It
was the walks.
"I can't ever remember
walking eight and winning the
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searching for my rhythm all
night, but I don't think I ever
found it. I was wild high and




accustomed to with the Reds,
who have won 10 of their last
13 games and now trail the Los
Angeles Dodgers by IF./ games
in the National League West
race.
"We know we've got a
chance to catch the Dodgers,"
said Dave Concepcion, who
drove in the winning run for
Cincinnati in the seventh
inning to prevent Steve
Carlton from getting his 19th
victory of the season.
In other games, Los Angeles
edged St. Louis 5-4, Pittsburgh
topped San Diego 3-1, Houston
shaded Montreal 6-5_ in 10
innings, Atlanta defeated the
New York Mets 5-3 in a game
called after 61,2 inning by rain
and Chicago beat San
Francisco 5-2.
Dodgers 5, Cardinals 4
Ron Cey and John Oates
slugged home runs in support
of Rick Rhoden's 15th victory
of. the season as the Los
Angeles defeated St Louis for
only the third time in nine
meetings this season.
Rhoden, 15-8, earned the
victory despite giving up four
runs on nine hits in 52-3
innings. Mike Garman, who
hurled the final two innings,
recorded his eighth save of the
season.
Lou Brock of the Cards,
needing one stolen base
tomatch Ty Cobb's career
record of 892 career thefts,
was hitless in four at bats and
was on base only once with a
walk. He never got past first.
Pirates 3, Padres 1
Bruce Kison and Rich
Gossage combined for a six-
hitter and Dave Parker hit his
18th homer of the season as
the Pirates moved to within
5L2 of the Phillies in the NL
East.
Frank Taveras paced
Pittsburgh's 15-hit attack with
four hits and a run batted in
while KiSon and Parker each
had three hits and an RBI.
The Padres, who have
dropped eight of their 10
Finals In Little League
World Series Set Saturday
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. (AP)
— The final two survivors in
the 31st ,annual Little League
World Series are ready to
battle.
The Western Little League
representative from El Cajon,
Calif., scored 6-3 victory over
the Eastern representative
from Rotterdam, N.Y., and Li-
Teh Little League of Taiwan
rolled to a 9-2 triumph over
Maricaibo, Venezuela, in
Thursday's semifinals.
The two teams play at 2 p.m.
Saturday for the title.
"There is no question the
Chinese are extremely
strong," said El Cajon
Manager Scotty Ampleton.
"They hit the ball hard to all
fields and they're machine
trained. They do everything
letter perfect. But our kids
aren't afraid of them. They're
looking forward to the game,"
he said.
Juan Moreno's two-run
single and a home run and
strong relief pitching by. Andy
Peanuts
IF 40V HAD 6OTTEN
MARRIED HERE IS THE
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Hall carried El Cajon over
Rotterdam's Carman Little
League.
Starter Brett Ward struck
out 12 batters and walked only
one to get the win. Hall carne
in from right field to get the
final three outs after
Rotterdam scored a pair of
runs in the sixth.
Li-Teh rode the power
hitting of Chiang Chen-jung to
breeze past the Venezuelans.
Chenjung, who has seven hits
in eight at bats with three
homers and eight RBI for the
tournament, stroked a pair of
two-run homers to lead an 11-
hit assault.
-This kid is strong. He plays
baseball all the time, even in




By The Associated Press
Friday's Games
Anderson Co 18 Eminence 14
Bardstown 34 Lou Shawnee 0
Barren Co 27 Metcalfe Co 0
Bell Co 33 Clay Co 8
Bellevue 6 Dayton 0
Bowling Green 19 Warren
East 9
-Boyle Co 42 Russell Co 0
Breathitt Co 14 Leslie Co 0
* Brentwood Acad Tenn 22
Mayfield 7
Butler Co 211 Grayson Co 12
Caldwell Co 47 Crittenden Co 0
Caverna 18 Hart Co 7
Christian Co 7 Madisonville 6
Clark Co 32 Rowan Co°
Corbin 34 Hazard 6 •
Daviess Co 19 N Hardin 0
E Carter 20 Fairview 6
E Hardin 20 Oldham Co 7
Elizabethtown 27 Danville 7
Erlanger Lloyd 66 Ludlow 0
Eva rts 20 Cumberland 13
Fern Creek 33 Bullitt Central 0
Fleming Co 24W Carter 6
Frankfort 52 Beth Haven 14
Franklin Co 37 Bourbon Co 8
Franklin-Simpson 27 Union Co
14
Fulton City 40 GreeGfield Tenn
28
Hancock Co 12 Allen Co 0
Harrison Co 29 Campbell Co 6
Henry Co 40 Evangel 0
Hopkinsville 14 Trigg Co 6
Jeffersontown 7 Lou Westport
Johnson Central 42 Harlan 8
Lex Lafayette 26 Boyd Co 6
Lax 
 
Tates Creek 14 Shelby Co
v




meetings with the Pirates,
scored on Dave Kingman's
20th home run.
Astros 6, Expos 5, 10 innings
Art Howe's fielder's choice
'grounder with the bases
loaded in the 10th inning
scored Cesar Cedeno with the
winning un, giving Houston its
0
Lou Ballard 7 Lou Seneca 0
Lou Bishop David 6 Lex Bryan
Station 3
Lou Butler 14 Lou Eastern 0
Lou DeSales 13 Lou Atherton°
Lou Fairdale 19 Lou
PlsrRdgPk 7
Lou Iroquois 13 Lou Moore 0
Lou Southern 32 Lou Durrett
15 -
Lou Western 39 Lou Central 0
Marion Co 26 Campbellsville
19
Marshall Co 33 Reidland 7
Maysville 8 Lewis Co°
Middlesboro 27 Morristown
Tenn 0
Montgomery Co 14 Madison
Central 0
N Bullitt 17 Lou Waggener 14
Nelson Co 25 Breckinridge Co
12
Newport 13 Conner 7
Newport Cath 23 Simon
Kenton 7
Nicholas Co 28 Rich Madison 0
Ohio Co 14 Glasgow 7
Owen County 19 Mercer Co 0
Owensboro 27 Meade Co 12
Oboro Cath 40 Oboro Apollo 3
Pineville 14 Laurel Co 7
Prestonsburg 47 Johns Creek 8
Providence Ind 14 LaRue Co
13
Raceland 33 Morgan Co 0
Russellville 21 McLean Co 6
Scott Co 32 Carroll Co 0 9'
Somerset 36 Coy Hohnestr"-- -
Taylor Co 23 Gamaliel 0
Tompkinsville 20 Green Co 7
Union City Tenn 14 Heath 6
Virgie 14 Betsy Layne 0
Warren Central 17 Ft
Campbell 0
Washington Co 21 W Hardin 0
Wayne Co fl Adair Co 6
Whitesburg 18 Lynch 15
Whitler C0_61ciliQ3jon Co 12
Williamsburg 21 Lynn ampp
W.Pdfard,Cia,"14sik A.14r,15„.
third triumph in a row.
The Astros, who trailed 5-1
in the fifth, loaded the bases
off Don Stanhouse on Cedeno's
double, an intentional walk to
Jose Cruz, Bob Watson's
grounder and an intentional
walk to Joe Ferguson. Howe
followed with his grounder to
third baseman Larry Parrish,
who threw to the plate on an
attempted force play on
Cedeno, but catcher Gary
Carter bobbled the ball.
Tony Perez blasted a pair of




Irwin Posts Spectacular 62
To Take Hall Of Fame Lead
By BO R GREEN
AP Golf Writer
PINEHURST, N.C. (AP) —
Hale Irwin had a feeling
things were going to change.
"I'd felt for a long, long time
that I wasn't playing as poorly
as my record would indicate,"
Irwin said, "and my record
indicated poor play."
To that feeling he added a
generous dash of grim
deterniination and spiced it
with his trademark, a career
domination nf The toughest
golf courses this country has
to offer.
The result was a
spectacular, nine-under-par 62
on famed No. 2 at the
Pinehurst Country•Club, a-36-
hole total of 127 that's the best
in more than a decade of tour
competition and just Sne
stroke off the all-time record,
and an imposing, five-shot
lead halfway through the
$250,000 Hall of Fame Golf
Classic.
"I came in here with a
must-win situation," Irwin
said Friday after posting his
incredible 15 under par total
on the 7,007-yard layout in the
-Carolina sandhills that has
long been known as one of
America's premier courses.
The tournament means a
Spot in next week's prestigious
World Series of Golf. It's a
sore point with Irwin, and a
considerable embarassment
to the PGA Tour. Irwin_ was
told he'd gained a place in the
World Series after the spring
portion of the tour closed with
his victory in the ,Atlanta
Classic May n.
Irwin, content in that
knowledge, arranged his
schedule accordingly, taking
some time off. Six weeks later
he was told there had been a
computer error in compiling
statistics. He hadn't made it.
Graham Marsh was in, and he
was out.
Now he has to win here to
make it. And he took a major
step in that direction with his
effort that matched the course
record for 18 holes set in 1973
and was just one stroke off the
all-time tour mark for two




You Have a Choice
NOV. 8, 1977
Vote Nov. 8 and Support The Man Who Knows Your
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Freezer
and Refrigerator
The value you receive from your refrigerator
and freezer will increase when you increase
their efficiency.
Here's how.
1. Keep the freezer full. This uses less, electricity to maintain the desired tem-
perature. But don't pack food tight. For efficient cooling and freezing, air must be
able to flow between items.
2. Unless you have a frostless refrigerator, defrost before frost is a quarter-high
thick. Forst reduces cooling power.
3. Keep the door closed. Everytime the door is opened, cold air escapes and the
refrigerator or freezer works overtime to replace it.
4. Locate it away from heat sources like furnaces, stoves, dishwashers, and direct
sunlight.
5. Worn door seals let-cold air seep out. To test for worn seals, simply close the door
on a dollar bill. If there is no resistance when you pull it out, the seals should be
replaced.
6. Periodically clean the condenser coils for more efficient operakin. Check the
owner's manual for coils location.
7. Set the refrigerator at about 36 degrees. Keep the freezer at -zero. Lower tem-
peratures waste power. To check the temperature, use an ordinary room ther-
mometer.
8. Standard refrigerators that are later built-in may look nice, but this restricts air
circulation, causing heat build-up, which results in the compressor having to work
harder and longer. Your refrigerator (and freezer 1 should always have breathing
space.
9. It's a matter of preference, but remember that a chest freezer loses less cold air
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Winning Ways In Tourney
Mel Purcell of Murray handily defeated Fritz Bruening of
Short Hills, N. J., 6-1, 6-2 Friday in quarter-final play in the
International 21-and-under tennis championships being
played at Shelter Rock, N.Y.
Purcell, who last week captured his first national singles
title by winning the National Grass Courts Championship in
Tuscaloosa, is 11th-seed in the 128 draw international cham-
pionships.
Earlier this week, Purcell had defeated number two seed
Bruce Manson of Los Angeles 2-6, 6-0, 6-3 to advance to the
quarterfinal round.
Purcell will meet Bruce Foxworth of St. Louis in a
semifinal round today at 11:30 a.m. Last week Foxworth
defeated Matt Mitchell, this year's NCAA champion from
Stanford University in the national 21-and-under cham-
pionship.
Finals in the international competition will be played Sun-
day.
American Woman Makes
History As Cage Ref
By DAVID MINTHORN
AP Sports Writer
SOFIA, Bulgaria CAP) —
Darlene May of Los Angeles
made basketball history
Friday as the first woman to




shoot for their own spot in
basketball's -record books
today, the final day of
competition at the World
University Games.
Although U.S. men's
basketball teams have long
dominated world
tournaments, American
women have never won a
triajor - international title.
Victories by both would be a
rare gold medal double.
The U.S. men rolled over
Czechoslovakia 85-69 and the
U.S. women upset Bulgaria 87-
84 Friday to reach the finals
against teams from the Soviet
Union.
The Soviet men edged
Canada 73-68 to set up a
rematch with the U.S. team
that beat them in the semifinal
round of the 31-nation
tournament.The Soviet
women stayed undefeated by
routing Cuba 93-45. They beat
the U.S. women earlier this
week.
American swimmer Bonnie
Glasgow celebrated her 18th
birthday Friday by winning
her third gold medal of the
student games in the women's
200-meter medley.
Although Miss May's
officiating of the men's
consolation round basketball
match between Italy and
France didn't earn her a
medal, it was perhaps the
most remarkable female
performance of the day.
Last week, the brunette
ended an all-male monopoly
on refereeing at major
amateur basketball




Cincinnati at St. Louis, (n)
New York Jets at New
Orleans, (n)
Tampa Bay vs. Atlanta at
Orlando, (n)
San Diego at Oakland, (n)
Detroit at Seattle, (n)
Washington vs. Green Bay,
(n)
Baltimore at Dallas, ( n),
(NBC)
Los Angeles at Kansas City,
(n)
fouls in a women's game.
Some doubted that she could
contend with male players,
but on Friday she dispelled all
skepticism.
Sharing officiating with a
Danish man, Miss May
immediately established her
authority over both male
teams. The 5-foot-7 woman
started the game by tossing up
the, ball at the opening jump,
and less than a minute later
she whistled down a Italian
player for fouling a
Frenchman under his own
basket.
The Italian team, one of
Europe's best amateur
squads, won the game.
Miss May was the -first
American woman to be
sanctioned by the
International Basketball
Federation to officiate at the
international level. She
earned the classification in
1975 but didn't have a chance
-to show her ability until this
tournament.
• In addition to refereeing,
Miss May is head women's
basketball coach at Cal State-
Pomona, where her teams
have won 64 games and lost
only 18 in the last three years.
[sports
Erlanger Lloyd Opens Defense
Of AAA Crown With 66-0 Win
By MIKE CLARK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Erlanger Lloyd began the 1977
football season in much the
same fashion as it ended the
1976 campaign: in an
impressive winning fashion.
Lloyd won 14 consecutive
games in cruising to the state
Class AAA title last year, and
began defense of that title
Friday night with a blistering
66-0 rout of Ludlow.
The Erlanger Lloyd victory
was the feature attraction of
the big opening night of prep
football in Kentucky, but was
by no means the only headline
event.
Ft. Campbell, defending
Class A champion, dropped a
19-0 decision to an aroused
Warren Central in a season
opener, while defending Class
AA champion Corbin
rebounded a season-
opening loss fin e Recreation





•Triiiity,_ opened _ its _ season
tonight against Louisville
Valley.
Mika Lockard paced a
balanced Erlanger Lloyd
attack with touchdown runs of
1 and 17 yards and a 55-yard
pass interception return.
Kevin Ashley added scoring
jaunts of 16 and 30 yards and
Tim Zeis returned a kickoff 75
yards for another score.
Tim Frierson rushed. for 95
yards and a touchdown and
Eric Smith collected 91 yards
and a score to lead Warren
Central's upset over Ft.
Campbell.
Brent Freeman scored two
touchdowns during a 28-point
second quarter to lead Corbin
to its first victory of the season
in two starts. The Red Hounds,
beatea 34-16 by Class AAA
Montgomery County last
weekend, rolled up 277 yards
on offense while limiting
Hazard to Mist 89 yards.
In important Class AAAA
games Friday, Bowling Green
got scoring runs of 11 and 45
yards from Jeff Taylor, who
rushed for 168 yards in 14
carries, in defeating Warren
East 19-9; Lduisville Bishop
David used an 84-yard bomb
from Denny Nash to David
Burks to nip Lexington Bryan
Station 6-3; Owensboro
popped Meade County 27-12;
Lexington Tates Creek
blanked Class AAA toughie
Shelby County 14-0; and
Franklin County topped
Bourbon County 37-8.




Simpson avenged a playoff
loss from lakt year by
measuring Union County 27-
14; and Scott County crunched
Carroll County 32-0.
In Class AA action, Anthony
Ashford scored three times
and rushed for 143 yards as
Bardstown bombed Louisville
Shawnee 34-0; state finalist







Whitesburg nipped Lynch 18-
15; and Prestonsburg routed
State Police Expected To Give
Details On Game-Stopping Shot
WHEELWRIGHT, Ky. (AP)
— Kentucky State Police were
expected to release a report
today explaining details
surrounding a Friday night
shooting that forced
cancellation of a high school
football game here.
The Wheelwright-Fleming
Neon game was cancelled in
the second quarter — with
Wheelwright leading 26-0 —
when pellets from at least
thee shotgun blasts aimed at
a nearby trailer home struck a
Fleming Neon player and a
spectator.
State police confirmed the
shooting, but said that no
details would be released until
today.
"We're not allowed to give
out any information tonight,"
a state police spokesman said.
The player and the
spectator were treated for
minor injuries and released,
according to a spokesman for
the Appalachian Regional
Hospital in McDowell, Ky. The
names of the two wounded
AMC
Buy Now at the
Greatest Savings Ever!




1977 Gremlins, Pacers, Hornets &
Matadors
Cain's AMC, Jeep, Inc.
806 Coldwater Rd.
-Ilotins Creek 4741.
In Class A games, Frankfort
ripped Beth Haven 52-14;
Marion County shocked
Campbellsville 2 6-1 9;
Bellevue got by Dayton 6-0;
and Pineville slipped past
Laurel County 14-7.
Rick Holder turned in one of
the better individual efforts of
the night as he scored on runs
of 70 and 77 yards and gained
188 yards in 14 carries to lead
Hancock County past Allen
County 12-0.
Mike Curnutte rolled for 248
yards in 33 carries and Green
County's only touchdown in a
20-7 loss to Tompkinsville,
which got_scozing runs of 70
and 80 yards-Isom Lennie
Maxie.
According to Daniels, the
shotgun blast came from a
vehicle passing along the
main hig way, located about
100 yards from the football
stadium. Some shotgun pellets
bounced off the trailer home
and carried further down the
hillside into the stadium, he
said.
Officials halted the football
game for about five minutes to
allow' police to move in on the
scene of the shooting and to
remove the two wounded'
persons to a hospital.
"But then Neon went home
and decided not to finish the
game," Daniels- said, and I
don't blame them.- There's
nothing more important than
the safety of the kids."
Daniels said that several
state troopers were present at
the game and responded
immediately to the gunshots.
He was unsure if anyone was
apprehended immediately,
but "I feel sure that they'll
have somebody in custody
before morning." •
Daniels said That, as
principal and as coach, I'm
going to do whatever I can do"
to see that those responsible
for the shooting are severely
dealt with by the law.
"If our fans could have got
hold of them . . ." he said.
"You know, they had kids out
there, too."
He added that he planned to
write a letter to the principal
of Fleming Neon "to
apologize, and to tell them
that it wasn't the fault of the
football team or the fans or the
town. It was just a personal
thing between those other
people on the other side of the
creek."
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Don Daniels, Wheelwright
High School's principal and
head football coach, said that
the shooting apparently
stemmed from a feud. Several
witnesses alleged that the
shooting is. a continuation of
violence related to an
extended strike by coal
miners in eastern Kentucky.
"It had nothing to do with
the game," said Daniels._ "It






W L Pct. GB
Phila 78 48 .619 —
Pitts 74 55 .574 51/2
Chicago 70 56 .556 8
S Louis 71 57 .555 8
Montreal 59 68 .465 191/2
N York 51 76 .402 271/2
West
Los Ang 76 52 .594
Cinci 68 61 .527 81/2
Houston 60 69 .465 161/2
S Fran 59 71 .454 18
S Diego 56 74 .431 21
Atlanta 46 81 .362 291/2
Friday's Gpmes
Atlanta 5, New York 3, called
after 61/2 due to rain
Cincinnati 4, Philadelphia 2
Houston 6, Montreal 5, 10 in-
nings
Pittsburgh 3, San Diego 1
Los Angeles 5, St. Louis 4
Chicago 5, San Francisco 2
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia ( Lonborg 9-3) at
Cincinnati (Soto 2-3)
Chicago (Burris 11-12) at San
Francisco (McGlothen 2-9)
New York (Zachry 7-121 at t.
Atlanta ( Niekro 12-16), In)
Montreal (Bahnsen 7-5) at
Houston (Richard 12-10), ( n
Pittsburgh (Rooker 10-8) at
San Diego (Owchinko 6-8), In)
St. Louis (Denny 7-5 ) at Los
Angeles (Hooton 9-7 ), ( n
Sunday's Games
Houston at Montreal
New York at Atlanta
Philadelphia at Cincinnati
St. thuis aL Los Angeles _
2E/ttE°;'?1,0••••.,...‘IL
Chica o al SanPranoioeft _ _Primes* soltowy.
'
Royals Win 10th Straight By
Edging Orioles 3-2 Last Night
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
"It's not how you look out
there," said Kansas City left
fielder Hal McRae. "If I had
good looks, I'd be in
Hollywood."
McRae was in Baltimore
Friday night with the rest of
the Royals, who won their 10th
straight game, a club record,
by edging the Orioles 3-2.
McRae, who usually serves as
the team's designated hitter
because of his below-average
defensive ability, made a key
play in left field that helped
the Royals maintain a three-
game lead over Chicago and
Minnesota in the American
League West.
"I was playing fairly close
and I think they were trying to
take aavantage of my arm,"
said McRae after he had cut
short a Baltimore rally in the
second inning by throwing out
Mark Belanger at the plate
after catching Al Bumbry's
liner. "It didn't work.
"People keep saying there
are things I can't do, and I
guess throwing is one of them.
But I get the job done and
throw some people out." The victory moved New
McRae, the defending York three games ahead of
ALbatting champion, did the Boston and four in front of
job at bat as well, hitting his Baltimore in the AL East.
17th home run to extend his Twins 6, Red Sox 4
hitting streak to 10 games. Tom Johnson pitched two
In other American League innings of ,shutout relief and
games, New York rallied from Rod Carew broke out of a mild
5-1 deficit to nip Texas 6-5, slump with two doubles as
Minnesota defeated Boston 6- Minnesota handed Boston its
4, Chicago took Milwaukee 4-2, eighth loss in the last nine
Seattle overcame Cleveland 4- games.
2, California took 11 innings to Carew doubled off the left
top Detroit 7-4 and Oakland field wall in the fifth to drive in
beat Toronto 8-4. two runs, then doubled and
Yankees 6, Rangers 5 scored the - winning run on
There were several heroe*-7-useztock's_single in the
in New York's come-from-
behind triumph. Willie
Randolph's third hit of the
contest, a double in the eighth,
was followed by Mickey
Rivers' single to tie the game.
Then Graig Nettles tripled
home Rivers with the game-
winner.
Sparky Lyle pitched the
ninth and picked up his fifth
save in his last seven
appearances and his 21st of
the year. And Lou Piniella
went 3-for-3, including his
seventh home run, and also
had a sacrifice fly.
eighth. Johnson then shut the
door on the Red Sox, who had. 
ralliedfor three runs in the
seventh.
White Sox 4, Brewers 2
Oscar Gamble's 26th home
run of the year, a three-run




' Steve Renko, whom the
White Sox obtained from the
crosstown Cubs just eight
days ago, chilked up his
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474-2278 Ky. Counties 1-800-592-5409 (Toll free)































East Ude of Court Square










644, Milan., TN 38358.
.Nights after 7 p. m. 753-
9514.
Fedders Air Conditioner





THE ANSWER to any .
question you may have,
the solution to all
problems are 'found
.the pages of Gods' in-
spired .word, The Holy
Bible. 'Jesus says in
Matthew 6-33, But seek
ye first the kingdom of
God, and - his
righteousness: and all
these things shall be
added unto you.". For
further inforamtion




















bring us yours for extra
copies! Made from any
size into any site.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en- .
trance.
S. Lost And Found
5 lost And Found
LOST OR STRAYED part
Plot Hound and German
Shephard puppy, black
with tan markings under
chin and all 4 feet,
." 
wearing red collar. Last
7 
seen 12th and Main. Call
753-0308.
LOST, STRAYED or



























Personal interview only. Must
be IS years of eqs or over.
510 Main
COOK NEEDED for 'day
shift. Apply in person at
Ky. Fried Chicken, 1113
Sycamore.
SOMEONE TO help with
elderly lady and do light
housework. Few hours a
day. Call 753-5757.
THE PADUCAH . 'Sun
Democrat is looking for









Call Betty at L and B
Cafe, 753-9465 for in-
terview.
WAITRESS. &ANTED.
Apply in person at
Gallimores Restaurant,
Hazel, or call J. C.
-Gailimare at 492-9785 or
492-8822.
- .EXPERIENCED cook







but not required. Ap-





WOULD LIKE to keep 16
to 18 month old girl, 1 to
2 hours on mornings,
couple days a week to
play with my 16 month
old. Free. Call 753-0111.
WANT - BABYSITTER
from 7 p. m.-11 p. m. in




for an amusement park
in the Hopkinsville area:





Some 6 per cent interest
loans available. Call 502-
885-1795 after 5. .
14 Want To Buy
OLDER CAR in good
mechanical condition.
Prefer 6 cylinder 4 door.
Call Paris, 1-901142-
3683.
14 Want To Buy
GROCERY MARKET
and building plus 3
rental houses located on








building. Call 753-4508 or
753-1227.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
50 BALES OF hay. Call
436-5495 after 6 p.m.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
15 Articles For Sale
THREE PIECE
Bathroom set. Good




for sale. Call 901-2477
3318.
LUMP OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write
Edward IpOck Route 2,
Providence. Ky. Phone
249-3019 or 667-5030. •
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All .
sizes, all Cut-
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt -$5.00. Plywood 3'4"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per " inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation -
and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
- ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
.sta1-es at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
-from $25,00-and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $16.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. .for green. houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open




'after 5 p.m. or Satur-
days, 753-8333.
AIR COMPRESSOR,
portable, 1 year old. $75.
Call 436-2294.
500 COMIC BOOKS for
$150. Call 753-0946 or 753-
8821.
SMALL BOOKCASL, $12.
Gun rack, holds 3 guns.
Phone 753-1712 after 4
p.m.
GOOD USED house
doors, panel and smooth
type and heavy ̀ glass
with locks and hinges.
$450 to $800.• We have 1
heavy commercial
aluminum double door,
and 3 single with
closers. Commodes, $20
complete, lavatories
$3.50 to $8.50. Medicine
cabinets heavy, $6.50.
Translucent plate glass
size 30" x 36" $5.00 each.
Storm windows, $9.00
up. Screens all sizes,
cheap. Double* sash
windows, $2.25. Dinette
tables, $8.50 to $16.00.
Small wood tables, $4.60.
We have-500 hard back.
Books this sale 50 cents
each. Florescent light
fixtures 4 foot 4 tubes,
tie each Best stee„1
folding chairs, $3.50.
School desk chairs, Mee
$3.50. Come bro'use
around, you Will find
s.ob I BLUE Tick coon WOULD LIKE to buy most . anything in our
dog. Near atoodriyer •registertid wire haired store. Open rgornings TD 18 International
Baptist Church. Call 436- ' FOX Terrier puppy. Call • KillS SalP11-".9zell--26.4weitoutr_Good-conctittotr.-
15 Articles For Sale
BIRO} BOOKSHELVES
andkabinets. Van line
packing boxes. Call 759-
1156.
VAN BENCHES, like
new, /lark green with
seat belts, taken out of
Dodge van. $40. each.
Call 753-5561.
BOYS BIKE shoes,






dryer, $40. Swivel Early
American Chair, $50. All
in good condition. Call.
753-0398.
BIG JACK antenna with
pole. $30. Call 753-8428,
after 6 p.m.
SEARS TRASH corn-
paCtor. White, $80. Call
753-9442.
PLUSH RED carpet, 12 x
20. Call 753-0196 after 4
p.m.
CAREFULLY SELEC-




also do real stone work.
Call 753-0122.
SALE - all fuel chimney,
triple wall, 6" x 36".
$21.95. Wallin Hard-
• WRIT  EariS;.•
BOAT, 28 h.p. motor,




corn header No. 227. 1968
International 2 ton with
grain bed and hoist.




_ header. Good condition.
$2.000. Call 4:37-4679.
4400 JOHN DEERE
combine, grain and 443
Corn head. Call 753-8490
after 6 p.m










Vinson Tractor, Co., 753-
4892.




Combine with corn and









NICE 14,000 BTU Philco
air conditioner, $110.









suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.




springs. $50. Five years
old. Call 753-5995 after 5
p. m.
DELUXE FRIGIDAIRE
stove. Just like new. One
year old.' $250. Can be
seen after 4:30 at 813 Sha
Wa Ct. or call 753-8975 or
753-5782.
NEW BRAND NAME 5
piece solid oak bedroom
suite. Call 7534435.
PORTABLE BLACK and
white T. V., $60.









• CENTER. House of
Thousands in Fox
Meadows, South 16th.
209 Colors of Pater- BETSY ROSS Spinnet
nayan needlepoint- mahogany Call 753-0196
yarns, 9 cents strand or after 4 p m.
$1.70 ounce (of one
color). 129 colors Elsa
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. CQM-
plete color line of
Columbia Minsrva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread embroidery.
Three fypes linen on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits - and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each,
needle' art or needle
work. 15 per cent
discount for senior
citizens. Time: Monday
tbru Saturdays 10 a. m.
to 9 p. it., Sundays .1-9.
1973 ELDOCRAF'T bass
boat, trailer 60 horse
Johnson motor, 2
trolling motors. Depth
finder. $1800. Call 753-
7545.
-BEI.KNAP 20 gauge
pump gun, 28" barrel,
modified choke, used
one season. One single
shot 22 Winchester rifle.
Like new. Call 753-3779
after 4 p.m.
28 FOOT CHRIS cnitri
cabin cruiser, complete
galley, walk in head,
excellent condition.
$7500. Call 812-853-6728.
126" GIRLS bicycle, 1 26"
3 speed mans bike, also
old swing set. Call 753-
_ _8200.
17' STRIKER Bass boat.
115 h.p. Johnson motor,
fully equipped. Call 753-
8856.
OLD ANTIQUE gun case.






Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake














with case. Call 753-9385.
SILVER TROMBONE
and case, $75. Cali 753-
3034.
1 9 Farm Equipment
- • fgr.selmmesIMS
SIGNET clarinet for sale.



















FOUR 10 x 13 mud tires




icebox, $135. Six ft.
poplar bed with mat-
ching dresser, $140.
Poplar wig dresser, $95.







made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.









fireplace, 24 in. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
26 TV Radio
FOR SALE one pair of




WANTED - Someone to
take up payments on 25"
color T.V. and B Music
Magnavox, 753-7575.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x $2 MOBILE home.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over payments. Call 759-
1039.
MOVING MUST SELL 12
x 56 mobile home built-
in stove, oven,
refrigerator. Carpet and
central air. Great shape.
Call before 4 p.m. 753-
6659.




1970 65 x 12 Modern Age
mobile home, un-
furnished, 100 x 50 ft. lot
with tin utility building.
Two miles East of
Murray. $8,000. Call 753-
8086 after 4 p.m. •
12 x 60 BUCANEER
mobile home, 2 bedroom
partially furnished, 10 x
10 frame storage
building. Extra clean,
gas furnace and tank.
Air condttioner. Call 474-
2741.
FOR SALE - -12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m. .




16th Street. Call 753-
3855..
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31 Want To Rent
,COUPLE WANTS to rent
house in town or within
10 miles of Murray. Call
after 5 p.m. 7534947.
BURLEY., BARN,
responsible farmer. Call
753-9773 after 6 p.m.
.WANT TO RENT or lease
4 or 5 bedroom _house. formerly . Joe Needles . arranged. Waldrop Real
Preferably within city, _Auction..
riin-intyli•m•worsimersifterhaftlive
sis79.4%) ark, 011.1111PWouu4 afte-rie,p,,r1 ,
31. Want To Rent
WANTED HOUSE to rent
or lease. Near New
Concord. Couple with 2
children 10 and 2 years
old. Write to Box 32P,
Murray.
COUPLE WANTS to rent
house in country. Call
753-7804 after 5 p. m.





required. Call after 7
p.m. 436-5459.
HOUSE AND TRAILER,





GRAIN FED beef, choice
sides from 225 to 350 lbs.
at .80 lb. Processing
paid, also a few grain
fed beef cows at .65 a lb.
Call 7534567.
RACKING MARE - Red
Sorrell, blaze face,
stocking legs, gentle for
anyone to ride. (Would
consider trade for heavy
type work mare.) Call
436-2336 after 6 p.m.
MILK COW For Sale. Call










ready to go. Call 901-648-
5774 after 5 p. m.
AKC 9 month old English
Sheep Dog. $125. Call
489-2790.
AKC REGISTERED
Dachshund, 7 weeks old,






family pet. 6150.00 to the
right person. Call 436-




wormed. $10 each. Call
435-4294 after 5.
AKC ALASKAN
Malamute, 10 month old
male puppy. Show







males - 1 female. $100























29th, 8 a.m.-8 p.m. SO6
South 9th Street. Lots of
clothes, all sizes cheap.
Odds and ends. If




August 27. 8:30 a.m. till
? 5051/2 South 8th.




-Saturday 3-a.m. -to...2 -
p.m. 823 N. 19th. 1312311-


















YARD SALE Friday and
. Saturday. Next to




and Saturday, 9:00 a.m.
till ? p.m. Baby clothes,
Avon bottles, antique
youth bed, baby bed and
many other useful items




LOVE TREES' Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with .31/2





garage; 4 miles trsinn
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by ap-
pointment only. $65,000.





202 teeth 401 Street
Name 713-325.5
WOULD YOU LIKE to
live in Sunny California.
Owner would like to
trade for acreage of
equal value in Murray
area or sell for $17,500.
Two bedroom home with
beautiful trees, monthly





located only 1/2 block






YARD SALE 4 party, 706 garden area. This i
s an






and Sunday. -Four miles
South of Uncle Jeffs on
641. Electric typewriter,
tape player, clothing,








Luxurious 4 bedroom, 2
bath home in excellent
neighborhood. Central
gas heat, central
electric air, den with
fireplace, LARGE
bedrooms, abundant
closets, gas grill on
patio, well landscaped
lawn with lots of
TREES. Priced in the
40's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
-NEAR THE UNIVER-
SITY - The price is right
and so is the location,
close to the university on
quiet residential street.•
Four bedrooms and 2.
baths with lots of living
area. Fenced backyard
and living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, or come by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531061
'THRIFTY THINKING -
Just listed this economic
and comfortable 2
bedroom brick home on
large lot 6 miles west of
'Murray:- Solid con-
struction, hardwood
floors, low utility bills
and a very neat home







Saturday 7 p.m. Bring
consignments or rift!
buy your furniture at Olt
THREE YEAR old, 3
bedroom brick in the
Coldwater Community.
Central heat and air.
House is nicely
unequalled housing
opportunity so better act
fast! Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We are working
hard to provide the best






WE HAVE several pieces
of lake property
available- including'
some choice water front --
lots. Ask --to see our
water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St.', 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
ICWY 641 N - Only short
distance from city.
Country comfort in this
newly decorated. 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick







Situated on three level
acres with barn at rear
of lot. For appointment
to see this attractive
property, call or come
by 105 N. 12th. Boyd




with the potential in-







New 2 BR home, on
large wooded lot,
deck, ready to move
in. $28,000.00.
Four bedroom brick,
2800 sq. ft. living
space, on 5 acres, 10
acres optional, car-
peted full ha. ment,
$39.900.00.
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43 Real Estate
REDUCED TO $12,500
about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or
cleared for farm use.
Galloway • Realtor, -506
Main, Phone 753-5842.
COMMERCIAL COR-
NER LOT. 200 ft. on
US 641 and 300 ft.
plus on paved side
road. Will sell all or
part. Priced for fast
sole. Call Stinson
Realty, 753-3744.
44 Lots For Sale
FLORIDA LOT for sale.




LARGE WOODED lot in
Sherwood Forest. $3500.
Call 759-1087.
LOT 6 S - Rockcastle
Shores - Barkley Lake.
$1800. R. L. Bolding,
Kitchell Ave., Pana, Ill.
62557.
45 Farms For Sale
37 ACRES in beans,
timber, good building
site. Well and on gravel
road. Near Backusburg.




ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
46. Homes For Sale
HOUSE AND FIVE
acres. Large stock barn
and garage. Call .753-
8555.
1...ALMMIN1113E1O7E1
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom brick, family
room with lots of birch
cabinets, all draperies
included, extra large lot
with garden spot, metal
building, chain link, and
including split rail
fences, city water..
Meadow Green Acres off







shady lot, just outside
city limits at 1907










lots of wall paper, 2 car
garage, paved drive.
Two storages, red wood
deck, on large land-
scaped corner lot with
trees. Two miles out on
121 South. Shown by
appointinent. Phone 753-
8406.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom,
l'Ar bath, family room-
kitchen, wall to wall
carpet, 3 walk-in closets,
economical gas central
heat, central air with
thermostatically con-






EXTRA NICE new 4
bedroom house with lots
of extras. Must see to
appreciate, will con-




Oirality Materials; Experienced Crews
Sizes?, eccemmodate all needs
LaCaister. Ky. 42056
P.O. lox 567 CA Coluct - 502-224-2625
Wilson
REALTOR'
Insurance and Real Estate Agency, 19c
NO 0011/N PAYMENT
MIA V. A. MOUNT this bone should godly for NO% V.A.
financing. Three beivem brick shoaled on am ettrectively
ibcoped corner ht with chio-161 foam ersend heck yard, ideal
for Mash wilt small Andrea. Extrema* spociees Immo with




Over 1300 sq. ft. of Wring wee in Oa 4 bedroom he.. has..
leveed within walking &Mance te University & elemeatery
school. covets, drapes and appliances Waded ea
price. Lew milt, bills bonus In this well imelmod bane with
mem windows and doers and coeirvi gas beet - pies plenty of
starer specs. See this one teem, priced in the Ws.
Foley year-romed living ha specimen lake Mmes. Ms 3 bedroom
home with is. fireplaces is located is the lake. Add your own
beet storage, garage mid. feil view of the lake. C.al for an op-






















bike, like new. with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.
TWO MONTH OLD 1975










650 Bonneville in great
condition, $650. Topper
for a short bed Datsun
pickup missing the door,
$40. Call 753-0774.
1975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,000 miles. Brand
new bike. $750. Call 753-
9562.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 MERCURY Mon-
terey, 4 door, white with'
black ,vinyl top, double





SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
197-1- -VOLK SWAG E141--,- -
Type III Squareback,
fuel injected, four speed.
Air conditioned.
Luggage rack, cassette
player. $1200. Call 753-
9298.




brakes. Vinyl top. $1,350.
Call 7534776 after A p.m.
1970 CHEVY IMPALA, 2
door, good condition.
Call 7534161 between
4:30 and 5:45 on
Saturday morning.
1963 TWO TON Ford V-8 2
speed. With grain Sides.
Call 753-6692
MUST SELL, 1962 Chevy,
6 cylinder, 3 speed
chrome rims. Good
tires. New clutch and
brakes. Good running
car. $225.00 firm. Call
753-0974.
FORD 289 Engine, ex-
cellent transmission.




between 5 and 7 p. m.




"(OU 01•AS HAVE A SORE ARM.
rVE GOT AN ENERG( AND WEL-
FARE PROBLEM. "
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 OPAL, runs good.
$350 or trade. Call 753-
0946 or 753-8821.
1971 EL CAMINO triple
black, excellent con-




loaded. See at Murray
Ice Co., call 753-1813 or
436-2444.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
BLACK 1977 GMC short
bed pickup. Call 492-
8313.
RED 1975 CHEVY Luv





air. AM-FM radio. Call
7534856.
1973 PLYMOUTH Grand
1966 VOLKSWAGEN, Coupe. Power steering,
brakes and air. Call 753-very good condition. No
mist.-$5.00 °Treacle 'Mr - -
van. Call 753-0329.
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double




short wide bed, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 753-2495.
FOR RENT - New.'
economy car, full-size





, restored. $800. Can be
seen at Mercy Am-
bulance 4th and
Chestnut or call 753-9333.
1971 DELTA 88 Olds. Nice
clean car. Phone 753-
5510.




1966 CHEVY 4 door, 327,
low mileage, runs good.






Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors to Match Any Decor.
For That Personal Touch See...
Thornton Tile
St Marble
"Quality That Will Please"
612 So. 9th 753-5719
No. I Portrait
Studio
Hwy 641 S 4 Miles S of Murray
WE SPECIALIZE IN HEAVY BRUSH OIL
1. 8x10-$9.95, 11x14-414.95, 16x20
519.95.
2. The one color that never fades
3. 7 Coats of heavy oil on each face
4. No money until you are satisfied
5. We will give you a 5 x 7 or a 6 x 14
print 8 frame just for viewing our
more than 50 samples of our work
6. Absolutely no obligation on your
part
gig appOlfitMelatta*
1976 CAMARO. re'd with
ralley wheels and tape
plagtr. 15,000 miles. Call
753-6132.
1973 V.W. - Super Beetle,
with air condition. $1650.
Call 753-9964.
1968 CAMARO, or trade
for Van or pickup. Can
be seen at 1105
Mulberry.
BY OWNER. 1977 Coupe
De Ville Cadillac. 5,500




power and air, V-8.
52,000 miles. Call 753-
8693.
1972,DATSUN 4 door, air,
and 46,000 miles. Call
753-8049.
1973 CHEVELLE two
door:, power and air.
Excellent condition.
Priced to sell. Call 474-
2266.
1977 GREMLIN, 3 speed.
Good gas mileage. Call
753-7323.
1970 FORD LTD, no rust,
good condition. $875.
Call 753-3533.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.








sleeps 6, very good
condition. Like new
Honda trail bike. Call
435-4521.
POP UP camper 7'
Nimrod, sleeps 8. Stove,
icebox., itack porch with










Canpany Inc. Air con-










Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
ELECTRICAL WIRING







steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July















ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall




Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x





















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.









437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
354-8161 or 3544138.
MEM Blacktopping, seal






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
WILL HAUL LIME or




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
FOR YOUR septic tank •
and backhoe work
needi. Also septic tank
- -cleaning: eall Juhi,








Johnson, P.O. Box 678,
Murray, 753-8025.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor







home or industrial. Call








FEN4CE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,






exterior. By the hour or






Color your car for
$140.00. Excellent work
guaranteed, no cracks,
chips or runs. Call 753-








roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
INSULATION SAVES
























436-2712 after 6 p.m.
HAY. Call 753-2400.
LARGE ROLLS of hay.
$12.00 a roll. Call 753-
5000 or 753-5595.
54. Free Column
FREE - Beautiful white
spayed female cat. Also
six month old kittens -
one spayed calico and
one solid white male.
Will make lovely pets.
Call 753-3994.
FREE TO a good home,
friendly 2 year old
German Shepard, white.






435-438 after 5 p.m.




farmer to grow 6 acres,
possible more, tobacco.
Good land and good
barns. MaY also grow





Contact W. R. Hoover,




T-Shirts, Posters and Transfers. Also Albums,
incense, fish nets, beaded curtains, new and used
books.
FANTASY ISLE






MURRAY S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
307 SO. 15TH ST.
Here's a neat little frame house on a beautiful
deep (75 x 400) lot. 3 bedrooms, washer and dryer
hook-up. Priced to sell at 1123,000.
DONALD R TUCKER A WET SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to Serve Yot,
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
Chuck Shuffett  753-4560
Patricia Miller  753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B. .   753-1930
lember Mull' listing Service and Murray (alloway County Board oi Realtor
Want Ad Sale
The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Tunes is
having a sale on classified ads all during the month of August
1977. The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display ads as
long as they meet the following requirements:
v• Ads must run three consecutive days
fr.- No changes will be made in copy
v Paid days will run first
v- No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration
All Standard Rates On Classified Display
And Classified Ads Will Remain In Effect










Funeral services for Ricky
Lynn Darnall, infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Dale
Darnall, Benton Route Nine,
were conducted Friday at
three p.m. at Collier Funeral
Home, Benton.
Brown Grover officiated'
and burial was in Maple Hill
Cemetery.'.
The child died Thursday at
9:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
CoUnty Hospital. .01
In addition to his parents, he
is survived by two brothers,
Roger Dale Darnall and
'Jeffrey I.inn Darnall, both of
Benton: his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Darnall,
Benton) Mrs- . Virgil Glisson,
Paducah, and Dallas Dunn.
Benton, and his great-
grandparents. Mrs, Felix




Final .rites for Gina Poss
will be held today at two p.m.
at the Palestine United
Methodist Church with the
Rev. John Churchwell of
Maury City, Tn., officiating
and the -,Church Choir,
directed. by Stanley Duncan
with . Faye Childress as
pianist, providing the music
and song service. Holy Communion will
Pallbearers will be Jimmy celebrated at 9:45 , a.m.
Burkeen, Harold Shepard, Sunday, August 28, at the St
Jack Oates, .and Bud Beggs._ Johq's Episcopal' Church,
_Burial will be in the Palestine !Vain and'Broach•Street.t, with •
Cemetery.• with the the Rev. Art&O Ftritandil--as-
arrangeinents by the Blalock- the celebrant. Ben Moore will
Coleman Funeral Home. be the acolyte.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
The little girl, age six, died
Wednesday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Julius Sorenson,
Dexter Route One She is
survived by her mother,
Penny Poss, Waukesha, Wisc..
her father, Dale Poss, and
sister, Michelle Poss, Big
Bend, Wisc., her grandparents
and great grandparent?"
Bro. John Dale To
Be Church Speaker
Hefeiiil Sunday
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hold
services at 8:30 a.m., 10:40
a.m., and sii p.m. on Sunday,
August 28, with Bro. John Dale
as the speaker. Owen Moseley
and Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service with Tommy
Carraway and Earl Nanny
making the announcements.
be the morning sermon topic,
and "God's Eternal Concern"
with scripture from Rom.
11:1-4 will be the evening
topic. Walter Conner, Ed
West, and Mike Lyons will
read the scripture.
Prayers will be led by





Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Ronnie Sills,
Joe Thornton, Joe Garland,
and Aubr'ey Hatcher. Artie
Petty will be the teen nursery
helper. Extension department
men will be . Garry Evans,
James. Herndon, Greg




The Rev. Jerrell White.'
pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, will speak at
both the 10:50 a.m. and seven
p.m. worship services on
Sunday, August 28, at the
church.
"The•Possibility of Change"
with scripture from James 1:1
will be the morning sermon
topic, and "Joy In Trials"
with scripture from James
112-4, 12:15 will be the evening
sermon topic.
The Rev. Ron Hampton,
minister of music and youth,
will direct the sanctuary choir
for the morning service
Margaret Wilkins will b.
organist and Diane Dixon will
be pianist. Coffietd Vance,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the services.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a.m. with Elbert Tbothason as
director, and Church Training
will be at six p.m. with J. T.
Lee as director. Mrs. Betty
Sledd, missionary of 16 years
in Nigeria. will speak on
"Young People Your Age in
Nigeria" for the Young Adult I
Church Training Group in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
A "welcome back
fellowship" for university
student i will be held following
the Sunday evening service in
the fellowship hall.
Holy Communion To
Be Held At Church
be
Dr. Bill Whittaker
To Speak Sunday At
Baptist Church
The First Baptist Church
will hear the minister, the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,.speak
at the 10:43 a.m. and seven
p.m. worship services on,
Skuiday, August 28.
His morning topic will be
"You :Are A Gifted. Person"
with Scripture froth I Corin-
thians 12:4-7, Ephesians 4:7-
12, and I Peter 4:10-11. The
evening topic will be "Empty
Minds, Hard Hearts, and
Filthy Feet" with scripture
from Ephesians 4:17-24.
G. T. Moody, minister of
education, and Glen Grogan,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the morning services.
will be by the
"Multi& Ministries" with _Ad„li  choir, directed_ty_
scripture from Mt. 5:14-16 will Wayne Halley, minister of 
NEW MINISTER — The Rev. Roy E. Rabatin, new pastor
of the First Presbyterian Church, will speak on the sub-
ject, "New Wine" with scripture from Mark 118-22, at
the 11h45 a. m. services on Sunday, August 28. This will
be his first worship service with the church since ac-
cepting a call to the pastorage. He and his wife, Diana,
also pictured, with their two chNdren, Brett, age five, and
Miranda, age three, will reside at 1705 Parldane Drive,
Murray. Rev. Rabatin, a graduate of Westminster
College of Pennsylvania and of Louisville Presbyterian
Theological Seminary, previously served as assistant
pastor of Emanuel Presbyterian Church, Spokane, Wash.,
associate pastor of the Independent Congregational
Church, Florissant, Mo., and as interim pastor of Mizpah





United Methodist Church, will
speak on the subject, "Your
Place To Stand!" at the.8 : 45
and 10:50 a.m, services on
Sunday. August 28. His
scripture will be from Luke
10:38-42.
Sunday School will be held
between the morning services
and Sunday will be promotion
day. Special recognition will
be given in the 10:50 a.m.
services to children in the
Elementary III school class.
Bibles will be given to Chuck
Baker, Shannon Beal, Don
Brock, Melissa Gray, Chris
Jackson, Ricky Jobs, David
Lee, Bill Maddox, David
Overbey, Shannon Page. Tony
Robinson, and Christi West,
Greeters for Sunday will be
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Baker.
The Council on Ministries
will meet Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. in the social hall.
Special music
music, with Joan Bowker as
organist and Allene Knight as
pianist. Gus Robertson. Jr.,
will sing a solo.
At the evening service, Dr.
Lou McCain and Mark Alan
Vinson will sing a duet and the
Adult Choir will also sing a
special selection.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs: David Travis,
Ray-Clark, Mrs. Wilburn
Farris, Mrs. Glen Grogan,
Mrs. Carney Andrus, Mrs.
Orvis Hendrick, Miss Tammy
Duncan, Miss Tracy Duncan,
Mt. and Mrs. Billy Brandon,
- Miss Mitzi athey, Mrs. Paul









S. We start with tender,
it- juicy chopped Sirloin.
A 
It's served sizzlin' hot
with your choice' of potato
and Stockade:Toast. A




Dr. David Roos To
Speak And Show
Slides On Sunday
The Rev. Dr. David Roos
will be the speaker at the 10:45
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, August 28, at the First
Christian Church. Dr. Clegg
Austin will be worship leader.
Margaret Porter will sing a
solo and KathyBurchfield will
be guest organist. Candle
lighter will be Tracey
Eldredge. Greeters will be
John Ford Hall and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Puttoff.
Elders, serving will be Del
Felming and Auburn Wells.
Vqris Wells, Jim Room, Ken
Kellar, Darrel McFerron, and
Fred Wells will be deacons.L
Sunday School promotion
-day will be held Sunday 'at 9:4'5
a.m. The God Squad, directed
by Mrs. Ruth Perkins, will
present a special progratn for
all classes in the s ry.
White Bibles will be ntecl
Sunday to Laura avid.
Daughaday; Trace redge,
and Debbie Roos.
Dr. Roos will show colored
slides at the vesper services
on Sunday at six p.m.
Frank Roberts 'and Max
Miller are official church
visitors.
The Youth Groups Will meet
Sunday with the Senior Youth
Group at four p.m. and the
God Squad at 5:30 p.m.
Walt Apperson, chairman of
the local church board, will be
the guest speaker for the
morning worship services on
Sunday, August 28, at the First
Christian Charch, Paducah.
LAKE DATA
Kentuckylake, 7 a.m. 356.3eiejciAm_ __ Below 'dam 302.7, up1.2
Salad Bo. and Drink
Try a 5' Cone
Carroll To Attend Governors'
San Antonio Conference Sunday
FRANKFORT, Ky. ISAP) —
A sermon at an Austin, Texas
church is, the first order of
business Sunday for Gov.
Julian Carroll as he goes to
San Antonio for the Soutliern
Governors' Conference.
Then, until midweek, the
governor will get into the
forefront of the Panama Canal
controversy and will offer
resolutions dealing with the
entire spectrum of the prison
and parole system.
Press secretary Gary
Auzier said Friday Carroll
will pay the expenses of his
family—including Mrs.
Carroll and son fired plus a
friend of Brads.
That would include hotel
accommodations, meals and
other expenses, though not the
state plane carrying the
entourage. State off Wials
customarily use state planes
without charge.
'Carroll will Preach Sunday
morning at the First
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church in Austin, which has
asked its congregation to give
the Kentucky governor a
"Texas-sized welcome."
Affiliated churches in other
large Texas cities have been
invited to send represen-
tajives.
As a teen-ager, Carroll
attended a small Cumberland
Presbyterian Church near his
hometown of Paducah and the
Rev. Scott Johnson of the
Austin church was pastor as
well as teacher in the
community high school.
The math agenda for the
governor will be to lead the
fight by the Carter




candidate Ronald Reagan has
announced he will oppose.
The proposed treaty, which
Must be ratified by the Senate,
would turn over the cane! to
Panamanian control by, the
year 2000 and has drawn harp
criticism from conservatives.
For the past 40 years, five
Kentuckians have served- as
U.S. district judges in' 'the
Panama Canal Zone, but
Auxier said this does not
relate directly to Carroll's
stance. •
"The President hasn't asked
me to represent him, but I will
make my position known to
other governors," Carroll
said.
He and other governors
have been briefed by the
White House on the proposed
treaty.
Meantime, state Republican
Chairman Lee Nunh issued a
statement Friday .opposing
Sniper Leaves Seven Dead Including
Carroll's defense of the canal
treaty.
"I think Gov. Carroll has
shown us that he is completely
out of touch with the citizens of
Kentucky," Nunn said.
"Instead of being influenced
by a White House meeting, he
should find out how
Kentuckians feel."
The GOP chairman said the
effort to promote the treaty is
"slick public relations."
"Gov. Carroll is in this thing
so he can attract national
publicity," Nuns said. "He is
also in it so he can assure
himself a job with (President)
(Carroll's)
term is over with."
Nunn also contended that a
few days ago "at government
expense, Carroll flew a group
of Kentucky 'opinion makers'
to Washington so they could
help him persuade
Kentuckians to support the
treaty,"
On corrections policies,
Carroll's office said no
specific resolutions are ready
yet.
But the broad thrust,
according,to Auiuer, is to set
up a system for all governors
to communicate with each
other on problems and
procedures.
Kentucky is one of the states
which overhauled its
corrections administration in
the past few years—after a
commission appointed by
Carroll issued a blistering
report on general conditions.
Corrections Commissioner
David Bland will accompany
Carroll at the conference.
So will Energy
. Commissioner Damon
Harrison and aides Frank
Harscher and Robert
Babbage, along with Betty
Qualls, an aide to Mrs.
Carroll_
Auzier said three State







Numerous misconceptions have arisen out of the
controversy over the proposed Agency for Consumer
Advocacy (ACA), according to Esther Peterson, spe-
cial assistant to the President for consumer affairs.
In order to clarify the proposal, Mrs. Peterson pre-
sented the following guidelines at a recent White
self-After Usu Shooting-Spree-Fri-da 14811_se conference wkich deacribe what ACA d
HACKETTSTOWN, N.J.
(AP) — "He had to have
snapped,' a friend of Emil
Benoist said today after the
youth who didn't make it in the
Marines and left few marks as
a boxer went on a shooting
spree — leaving seven dead,
including himself.
Police say Benoist, 20, son of
a former ;Hackettstown
councilman in this cbmmunity
of 12,000 in northwest New
Jersey, walked along a
railroad right of, way with a
.44-caliber rifle late Friday,
picking off hikers, joggers, and
bikers.
Benoist lurked behind
bushes- near the railroad
_tracks andpopped out to shoot
his victims along the path,
police said.
Police received a report of
shots fired at 5:36 p.m., but it
took them nearly four hours to
catch up with Benoist.
At first they found three
victims, all shot several
times, behind an abandoned
tannery adjacent to the
railroad tracks.
About 10 mintues later, the
crew of a westbound ConRail
train sighted three other
victims, all riddled with
bullets, alongside the track
about a half-mile away in
Mansfield Township.
Police from surrounding
communities joined local and
Bro. Hoover Will
• •
state police and canine units in
a search for the killer.
They were going through a,
cornfield when an officer'
spotted Benoist on the ground
atop his weapon, officials said.
The officer approached
Benoist and began to tell him
he was under arrest. But the
suspect "shot himself through
the face," said James
Courter, first assistant
Warren County prosecutor.
Friends of Benoist in this
tree-lined community blamed
a short stint in the Marines at
Parris Island, S.C., about a
year ago for what they say
was a personality change in
Benoist. .
'!He wasn't as tense or as
bottled up before he wentlfi.






served more than 500 Ken-
tuckians with severe kidney
disease since the-gnd-Stage
Renal Program was initiated
in 1973, according to Marshall
E. Swain, assistant
superintendent of the bureau.
Of those saved, 93 have had
transplants from living donorsSpeak, liiversity and 99 -had- transplants from
• . -
Church Of Christ
Bro. Kenneth Hoover will
speak at the 10:30 a.m and six
p.m. worship service's on
Sunday, August 28. at the
University Church of Christ.
Ernie Bailey will direct the
song service and I .eroy
Eldridge will make the an-
nouncemerits.
The morning sermon topic
will be "A Christian
Welcome" " with • scripture
from Romans 15:22-30 to be
read by Vernon Gantt.
"Friendliness—A Quality For
Godliness" will be the evening
topic with the scripture to be
from Titus 3:1-7.
Prayers will be led by
Robert Hendon, Jimmy Ford,
Tommy Reid, ;Ind John
. Nanny.
Serving The Lord's Supper
will be Jack Wilson, Bob
Melugin, Larry Dunn. Hamp
W. Brooks, Sherrill Gargus,
Rob Gingles, J. H. Nix, .11 P.
Parker, and Hoyt Dike




Grogan, and Jane Barton.
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a.m. Sunday.
The Ladies, Bible Clas will
iresumeitS weekly sessums on',,
I
rvft AV* S A101451541 • Below darn i.15:1,` up 1.1. Marguerite- Brooks ds411"lik Iii. m.-is m ,n sat & sw:ar
_ . 
cadavers. The bureau also
serves individuals who can
benefit from heniodialysis, the
process of removing wastes
with an artificial kidney
machine. This takes about
four to six hours and usually Is
done two or three times a
week, said Swain.
"The basic goal of the
bureau," said Swam, "is to
return the severely han-
dicapped individual to em-
ployment and a more
productive life."
A combination of serfices is
provided to enable the han-
dicapped Vibe selisupporting.
In addition to guidance
provided .by a rehabilitation






tenance, tools and equipment
for work placement, follow-up
and follow-through after
returning to work.
Persons with severe kidney
disease may be considered for
vocational rehabilitation
services after they have been
reviewed by an end-stage
renal staff at either the
University of Louisville or the
University of Kentucky
Medical Center. The Bureau's
first priority -is to serve in-.
serve those to be placed on
" up," one friend said.
One friend said she had seen
Benoist two days ago and that
he didn't appear troubled. He
liked his construction jOb for
the state transportation
department, she said.
Benoist was eliminated this
summer in the Golden Gloves
boxing championships. His
father, Pierre, a civic leader
here, also had been a Golden
Glover.
The three victims killed in
Hackettstown were identified
by police as David Galvin, 14,
of Hackettstown; Stephen
'Werner, 20, whose address
was unknown; and Robert
Visconti, 35; of Great
Meadows.
Three other victims were
killed in nearby Mansfield
Township. They were:




Sowers, 38, of nearby
Washington Boro.
what -,.., - - — • a.
Mrs. 'Peterson, in refer-
ring to a prepared chart, said
ACA is not:
• Another example of
uncontrolled government
growth;
• A "super regulatory"
agency;
• A vehicle to harrass
business;
• • The holder of an un-
limited "fishing license" to
question business and other
government agencies;
• A vehicle to produce
more -bureaucratic bottle-
necks;
• The opponent of busi-
ness before government regu-
lators;
•- A judge in federal
proceedings; -
• A unique experiment;
• Just another federal
agency.
On the other hand,41rs.
^ Peterson said, ACA is:
• A small agency created
by consolidation and reor-
ganization, subject to a "sun-'
set" provision;
• An advocate of con-
sumer interest in some fed-
eral agency and court pro-
ceedings;
• An enemy of waste,
sluggishness and duplication
by regulators;
• Merely a consumer
voice where there would
otherwise be none;
• The holder of a limited





. • An ally of business
where business and consumer
interests coincide;
• An advocate of con-
sumer interest
• A counsel or ombuds-
man that has worked in other
countries and on an ad hoc
basis here;
• A means of restoring --
public confidence where polls







The most fiendishly seductive new car on the rood
today. Easy to maneuver and seductively affordable,
too. Diplomat's a mid-size, mid-price luxury car with
elastic, sculptured lines. And a long fist of lurit.k.irti
features that will make you reexamine your idea of
what luxury cars are all about. Standard features
that include:
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